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1 Introduction 

 

The course was advertised from March, 2016 before its beginning using all channels- www, e-mails, social 
media, direct contacts, events. 24 students followed the course coming to every class.  

The course was imparted from the 21th of June to the 6th of October, in classes from 9:30 a.m.to 5:00 
pm. 

The course has been delivered by dr. Renata Urbone.  6 guest speakers have been invited, 2 couchers and 
5 mentors have involved in training programme. 

Participants considered the course a very good one. The five ideas have been developed from idea to 
prototype.  

The participants were given the option of doing internship either in the national or international context. 
Finally, 10 of them did (or will) it going to Italy. Germany, Portugal, Belgium, Austria and other 13 followed 
national internships.  

 

2 The Pilot Testing Programme 
 

The in class trainings took part in premises of School of Economics and Management, Kaunas University of 
Technology. The Lithuanian partner has done the selection after the registration to trainings.  

44 have been applied for trainings and 24 participants have been selected. They are representing different 

research fields, i.e. environmental engineering, chemical engineering, measurement engineering, 
mechanical engineering, geology, electric and electronic engineering, materials engineering, biomedicine, 

energy and thermal engineering, economics and management. Participants are representing four 
universities in Lithuania. 9 of them already defended their PhD in three years, other 15 are Phd Students. 

During trainings we had six successful and inspiring entrepreneurs as guest speakers. The age group of 
participants are present in table below. Participants have represented 15 females and 9 males. 

Age group: 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

V
a

l
i
d 

26/35 20 83,3 83,3 83,3 

36/45 4 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 
24 100,0 100,0  

 

9 of participants had internships in innovative companies in Belgium, Austria, Italy and Germany. 13 
participants had internships in startups and other innovative companies in Lithuania as well. 

Trainings have been delivered by SCIENT project expert Dr.Renata Urbone. Guest speakers have been 

invited and presenting their success stories and shared ‘lessons learned’ in each class room training day. 
10 hours of coaching have  be delivered to teams by two coaches: prof.Dr.Ruta Ciutiene and Dr.Renata 

Urbone. Coaching plan have been prepared and have been followed. 10 hours of mentoring have been 
available to teams by business mentors. Mentors have been invited and suggested corresponding to the 

business ideas that teams will be developing or may be invited according to the recommendations of the 
participants.  
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The process of the training programme in Lithuania has been organized in following way (see also in picture 
1): 

 

-Two days of in class trainings with guests from business (2 guest speakers, i.e. Sikstas Ridzevičius, Serial 
Entrepreneur and Dr.Karolis Šerpytis, UAB Ecocost partner) (21-22 June, 2016). Five teams have been 
formed on the 22nd of June. Five teams have developed 5 ideas:  

1) Five Golden Fishes (i.e. mechanism designed to protect children from drowning, accidentally fell 
into water) 

2) Chemist (sticker, measuring hazardous conditions at workplace) 

3) BIOPAK (innovative food bio packaging prolonging the validity of the food); 

4) ViLim (i.e. vibratory device solvingblood circulation problems); 

5) GEM solutions (nuclear magnetic resonance application for geology research). 

-During the period of 23 of June and 5 of September, 5 teams have worked in teams with couchers 

(one coucher had two teams, another coucher had three teams) and mentors (5, one for each team). 
They have worked on market research and value proposition. 

-On 6 of September they had in class trainings and presented what they have done during the summer 
period. They had the guest speaker from business, i.e. Mindaugas Leonavičius, partner, Intellerts B.V. 

-During the period of 7th and 30th of September teams have worked in teams with couchers and 
mentors. They have worked on business model. 

-On 30th of September teams had in class trainings. Danguolė Kraskauskienė, trainer in public 
speaking, certified coach, metasaugti.lt blogger has participated as the quest speaker. 

--During the period of 30th of September and 6th of October teams have worked in teams with couchers 
and mentors. They have worked on pitching. 

- On 6th of October teams have presented the idea in front of jury from investors and entrepreneurs, i.e. 

1. Česlovas Steigvila, business consultant, mentor in the project; 

2. Gediminas Nemanis, Rubbee startup owner, mentori in the project; 
3. Arvydas Bložė, Startup.lt,  investor; 

4. Laimonas Noreika, FinBee Online startup owner; 
5. Mindaugas Leonavičius, Intellerts B.V. partner; 

6. Linas Gudonavičius, Invertus, IT company owner. 
 

Participants have got the feedback and evaluation from jury and have worked on that after the in class 
trainings.  
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Picture 1. Process of the training programme in Lithuania 

 

Also on 6 of October, participants had two guest speakers, i.e.Tadas Juknius, Entrepreneur, who had 

talked about IPR in practice and Prof. Dr. Arminas Ragauskas, „Vittamed“ co-founder and science and 
technology director. 

Participants had five mentors from business (see below) i.e.: 

 

 

Participants have also had the following visits: 

• JSC UNBOXED: helps brands to merge content marketing with eCommerce, and manage to reach 
more than 18 million consumers from all around the globe. http://www.insidewarehouse.com/  

• JSC „ELINTA“ designing high-tech, disruptive electronics and automated control systems 
technology, http://www.elinta.eu/en  

http://www.insidewarehouse.com/
http://www.elinta.eu/en
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• KTU STARTUP SPACE, http://nivc.ktu.edu/sen.htm  

• SANTAKA  VALLEY, http://www.santakosslenis.lt/en/  

 

In parallel and after the trainings 23 out of 24 had the internships abroad (10) and in country (13). 10 of 

participants had internships in innovative companies in Belgium, Austria, Italy, Portugal and Germany. 13 
participants had internships in startups and other innovative companies in Lithuania as well. 

All participants have completed the course. It is important to mention that after the pitching and basing on 
recommendations of jury, teams have been evaluated in following way: 

 

1) Five Golden Fishes: has the idea, model, plan, even prototype, but the pitch should be improved. 

2) Chemist: the idea is very good, but the business model and pitch should be improved.  

3) BIOPAK team: the idea is excellent, pitching is the best one, but participants should work more 
on business model and plan. 

4) ViLim: business model is excellent, pitch is good. Perfect work. Investments are planned soon. 

5) GEM solutions: business idea is very niche, but it is proposed to work on it more scalable model 
and plan.  

It is important to state that ViLim company has got the investment from risk funds. Five Golden Fishes 
are also searching for possibilities to get funding from angel and risks funds.   

 

3 Summary of Findings from the participant and trainer questionnaires 
 

3a. Participants’ Responses from In-class Training 

 

The response rate for Lithuania was 100%. 

 

Partner 

country 

Total number 
of 

Participants 

Number of Participants who 
completed the questionnaires 

 

Response Rate 

Lithuania 24 24 100% 

 

1. Motivated participants. Then asking participants from Lithuania what did motivated them to 
participate in the training, most oft them have asked that they want to improve entrepreneurship skills, 

improve themselves, learn about their career as entrepreneur, use knowledge for practical work, get 
knowledge of commercialization process of innovation, develop start-up establish closer bond between 

academic and business sector, transfer research findings into a successful business idea. Even several of 
participants have start up company, but baggage of knowledge about business are poor. 20 % of 

participants have participated in similar trainings before. Still the biggest part has no experience in 
entrepreneurship. 

 

http://nivc.ktu.edu/sen.htm
http://www.santakosslenis.lt/en/
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2. Interactive and engaging trainings. The participants in Lithuania found the training to be 
interactive and engaging to an overwhelming majority. More specifically 91.6 % agreed strongly and 
agreed somewhat.  

 

The training was interactive and engaging 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Agree strongly 14 58,3 58,3 58,3 

Agree somewhat 8 33,3 33,3 91,7 

Neither agree nor 
disagree 

2 8,3 8,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

3. Actual practices of companies. Again all respondents gave positive answers to this question, having 
91.7 % agreeing strongly or agree somewhat with the fact that they have learned a lot about actual 
practices of companies. 

 

 

 

 

I learned a lot about actual practices of companies 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Agree strongly 12 50,0 50,0 50,0 

Agree somewhat 10 41,7 41,7 91,7 

Neither agree nor 
disagree 

1 4,2 4,2 95,8 

Disagree somewhat 1 4,2 4,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

Six guest speakers, the main trainer who has PhD and business experience, visits to companies and 
internships make a conditions for better understanding of business and its environment in Lithuania 
and globally. 

 

3. Selection of training topics and comprehensiveness of programme:  

 

In terms of the selection of the training topics of the programme, 95.9 % agreed that these topics were 
very useful or somewhat useful.  

Do you feel the selection of the training topics was useful? 
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 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Very useful 16 66,7 66,7 66,7 

Somewhat useful 7 29,2 29,2 95,8 

Not very useful 1 4,2 4,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

In terms of the comprehensiveness of the programme, all participants agreed that the training programme 

did cover the essentials on entrepreneurship training. 37.5% agreed very much that the 12 modules 
included in the programme cover the essentials whereas 50% said that they general agreed. Thus, there 

is room for improvement or additions to the programme, based on the answers provided by almost half of 
the participants. Their suggestions will be shown further below.  

 

Do you believe the 12 modules included in our training programme cover the essentials on 
entrepreneurship programme? 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Yes, very much 9 37,5 37,5 37,5 

In general, yes 12 50,0 50,0 87,5 

Somewhat 3 12,5 12,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 

 

 

 

 

4. Further entrepreneurial skills to develop  

Which entrepreneurial skills do you feel you need to develop further? 

 

Only two participants have noted that they need to develop all skills further. Still most of participants have 

emphasized that they would need to develop pitching skills. Also there were several participants who 

already had an idea and the team (consisted not from researchers) and during trainings they had to work 
with participants who joined the team. According them the training would suit better with real teams with 
real topic and here less conflicts they would have. 

Also the would further develop skills on business model and plan. They would also allot more time for 
marketing research and project planning. 

 

5. Training encouraged participants to start their own business? 

21 % answered positively when asked if the training encouraged them to start their own business. Also 

54,2% said that the training rather encouraged them. There were six negative answers to this question. 
Still it is related with those who had joined the team as participants, not the idea owners. 
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Do you feel the training encouraged you to start your own business?  

 Frequency Percent 
Valid 

Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Yes 5 20,8 20,8 20,8 

Rather yes than no 13 54,2 54,2 75,0 

Rather no than yes 6 25,0 25,0 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 

 

More specific comments received concerning this question are provided below: 

 A lack of business-friendly idea is still the hindering force 

 But just with a good team. 

 Gain many useful information, know the steps how to start 

 I am running my own business. 

 I am still a rational person and risk factor is of great importance for me. 

 Now I have much better understanding what should be improved in my business model and 
what competences are needed for a team. 

 Now I know what steps I need to take in order to start my business, but I think I still need 

more courage to do so. 

 Still a lot of questions to answer :) 

 Trainings gives motivations. 
 

6. Training helped the participants to be better equipped to start their own business? 

 

50% answered positively that the training helped them in being better equipped to start their own 

business. Those 3 who did come to trainings without idea and joined other ideas are still doubting 
about further way to business. 

 

Do you feel the training helped you to be better equipped for starting your own business?  

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Yes 12 50,0 50,0 50,0 

Rather yes than no 9 37,5 37,5 87,5 

Rather no than yes 3 12,5 12,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 

 

Specific comments were provided in relation to the training helping participants to be better equipped: 

 I saw the difficultness and had no many information about possible resources except mine. 

 More knowledge = more confidence. 

 Now I have more information how to do it. 

 The "mechanics" of doing business is clear. 

 The knowledge in the field of entrepreneurship has improved without exceptions 
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 Trainings gives clarity what is below business. 

 
7. Managed to develop business idea further? 

58.3% answered positively in developing their business idea further. Only 1 participant has answered 

negatively to this question. 29.2% answered they were not sure about this issue and 8.3 % said that this 

was not applicable to them, probably because they did not have an initial idea in the first place when 
joining the training programme and worked with owners of 5 ideas.   

 

Did you manage to develop your business idea further? 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Yes 14 58,3 58,3 58,3 

No 1 4,2 4,2 62,5 

Not sure 7 29,2 29,2 91,7 

Not applicable 2 8,3 8,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 

 

8. Testimonials 

 excellent place to find an excellent team. 

 SCIENT programme is very useful if you want to understand the fundamentals for starting your own 
business, own startup. 

 Well structured entrepreneurship programme !!! 

 I think the curriculum should be developed more. I have a feeling, that Your internship and mentors 

are Your own problem. 

 Very useful trainings for scientist who have innovative ideas. 

 Yes, i can promote. 

 You have a business idea, but you lack something and can't put your finger on it? Come to this 

course and you will be able to surpass it and reach much more! 

 This project was very interesting and useful for me. Now I am thinking about starting my own 
business, with a team that we created during this project. I met new people that have similar ideas. 

 Thank you for the opportunity to meet and get know fantastic people, to work with them and I 

strongly believe we will make our idea happen! 

 SCIENT has given me a knowledge on what steps I need to take in order to start my own business. 

 The SCIENT training useful for gain skills of entrepreneurship, to find start-up funding and to see the 
opportunity for commercialization of you research. 

 It was good SCIENT programme 

 This programme is very useful for the beginners and helps you to specify your idea, distinguish main 

problems and steps, which should be taken in order to solve them. It questions your abilities and fills 
in the gaps. I was very pleased to find what I was looking for. 

 SCIENT programme is your chance To make business at a glance! 

 Nothing to add 

 It was a great experience 

 No 
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 Trainings were perfectly organised and lectures were very intersting and useful. I would like to say a 

big THANK YOU for organiser Dr. Aušra Rūtelionė, all lecturers, speakers, coachers and mentors who 
turned trainings into very useful and unique experience. 

 I suggest to add module about personnel management. 

 It was worth to participate! 

 Thank You for Your work 
 

3b. Trainers’ Responses from In-class Training 

The trainings have been held with one trainer dr. Renata Urbonė who is not only the researcher but also 

has her own business and also are working as freelancer advising IT companies in international projects 
funded by United Nations and World Bank. Renata is a developer of Technology Entrepreneurship course 

for undergraduates at the university, also was lecturing in the traditional Entrepreneurship module for 10 

years at university. 
 

1. Perception of students’ interest:  

The participants´ interest was high. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Agree strongly 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 
 

 

Comments: 

In Lithuania there was a competition to enter the training program, thus we as trainers selected the 
participants based on their motivation and that was an important prerequisite for their high interest in the 

training program. 
 

2. Was the selection of training topics useful?  Do the 12 modules cover the essentials 
on entrepreneurship programme? 

 

The trainer thinks that topics were useful and modules cover the essentials of particular programme. 
While evaluating every module, she has comennted next: 

Module 1: Self-Assessment: the test selected were interesting to participants. 

Module 2: Soft/Personal Skills: very good module. From slides to exercises. 

Module 3: From individual Behaviour to Team Building: charismatic module. 

Module 4: Idea Generation: quite chaotic module in its structure. During more attention was paid to 
practice exercises in idea generation techniques. 

Module 5: Value Proposition: Good. Students understand more via examples than learning theory. 

Module 6: Test your Traction: good module. 

Module 7: Business Model Canvas: original final version of the module was too far theoretical. We have 
updated it with Cyprus re-made version of the materials. OK at the end. 
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Module 8: Lean Business Plan: great module. Real differentiator from other similar entrepreneurship 
programs. Supplementary business planning tools, were not adequat for LT. We shared and used our 
version of the template for planning. 

Module 9: IPR Issues: original final version of the material was monotonic. We have used the Cyprus 
version of the materials and supplemented with some information from the final materials of LU9. 

Module 10: Open Innovation: very good training notes. Weaker slides. We updated them with examples. 

Module 11: From Bootstrapping to Acceleration: good. 

Module 12: Pitching & Finding Investors: slides had to be refined before lecturing. Pitch examples were 
well selected and interesting to the participants. 

 

3. Most challenging parts during the training: 

 
Due to the high demanding nature of the target audience, the final drafts of the training materials (slides) 

were not re-usable in some modules, Cyprus version of slides were used as the background and they were 
disconnected from the training notes (samples, etc.) and new examples needed to be selected, slides re-

developed. Thus the preparation for the training required much more efforts than it might have been 

foreseen and planned. 
Due to the high demanding nature of the target audience, the final drafts of the training materials (slides) 

were not re-usable in some modules, Cyprus version of slides were used as the background and they were 
disconnected from the training notes (samples, etc.) and new examples needed to be selected, slides re-

developed. Thus the preparation for the training required much more efforts than it might have been 

foreseen and planned. 
The trainer has added more work on their own scientific idea development, presentation, feedback to the 

training program. That was a success. Exercises within the IPR module are needed (more interactive than 
the case study). 

If the trainer could add or remove/change to the present training programme, she would remove open 
innovations. It is not worth to have it as a separate module, but rather as a part of idea generation 

module, where idea generation platform and the essence of open innovation are to be explained. The 

models in-out, out-in may be presented at the business model canvas LU. Case studies may be used only 
as homework assignments. PhDs value their time and do not want to spend it for collective reading. 

Suggestions for changes in structure („If this programme could be structured differently, in terms of 
duration, training day/times, full or part time, online or face-to-face, what suggestions would you make?“  

Like it was mentioned above, I believe it was great success to have the training program of 5 days spread 

within the 4 calendar months. Intervals between the seminars shall be 3 -4 weeks. 
Trainer did like Module 2. It was fun, interesting, well placed for trainees to get acquainted and increase 

their level of self-confidence, trust in others, etc. Module 8. Because it is a real differentiation of the 
program. 

 

 
4. Quality Dimension Mix of Theory and Practice 

 

The training programe did not specify the volume of the practice for the development of the business 

models and lean business plans, but rather specified the hours for mentoring, coaching, job shadowing and 
visits to companies. In Lithuania the training programe in the calls was split in five days with breaks and 

goals were set for interim periods to work with business idea, model and business plan. Thus the 
combination of the theory and practice was well balanced, even more practically oriented, which is essential 
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for entrepreneurship education. However, I think it is important to inform participants in advance, how 
much their time is required for participating in the programme, both in-class, meeting with 

businesses/mentors and their individual and teamwork.  
 

 

5. Do you feel the training offered enough support to the participants to start their own 
business?  

The trainer has noted that Teams developed really great ideas with high business potential. 
 
Do you feel the training offered enough support to the participants to start their own business?  

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 
 

 

 Teams developed really great ideas with high business potential.  

 The participation of the mentors from business have given them encouragement and business 

advice, which really hellped to pursue the goals and develop ideas further.  

 The coaching was not that essential for the group like mentoring, as individuals were motivating. 
The coaching function acted rather in the form of encouragment or help for conflict resolution 

within the teams, which developed in some cases due to rather high requirements for 
timededication, tasks,work ‚outside the building‘. 

 

6. Participants’ reaction in a few words. According to trainer, the main word related with reaction: 
MOTYVATED! 

 
7. Main effects on students during course implementation: 

 

Learning persistence, adaptability, communications, business-mindset. Few teams based on the tough 
comments/feedback, changed their ideas or at minimum pivoted the business model and survived without 

falling into arrogance to their 'scientific dignity' :). 
 

8. The readiness of material for implementation and dissemination 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Rather no than yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

 

According to the trainer,  it is critical to discuss the feedback from all countries, select the best last final 

versions (country based) of the materials, adjust the trainer's notes correspondingly and then it will be 
ready. 

In summary, training as a whole was a fortune for those who were invited to get trained. Guest speakers 
were an important and great addition to the program.  
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3c. Participants’ Internship questionnaire 

 

1. Area of Knowledge and Competences Developed 

 

23 out of 24 have gone for internships or going for internship till the end of April, 2017. 9 participants 
have visited foreign companies; one participant is waiting for the internship that will be accomplished in 
April, 2017. 13 participants have gone for internships in Lithuanian companies. 

See the table with participants and visited companies. 

1. Švitrigailė  Grincevičienė Femicare, Belgium 

2. Rasa Mardosaitė Startup Space Le Serrie, Italy 

3. Dalia Buivydienė PROFACTOR GmbH, Austria 

4- 8 Vilma Deltuvaitė, Valdas Grigaliūnas, Vaida 
Kirkliauskaitė, Edvinas Krugly, Mantas Venslauskas 

Strategische Partnerschaft Sensorik e.V. , Germany 

9 Paulius Pavelas Danilovas 

 

10 Alisa Palavenienė 

Conference and companies in Portugal, Porto (field – eco packaging) 

Gene PreDit (Portugal) 

1 Solventa Krasauskaitė Unboxed, JSC (Lithuania) 

2 Rita Jucevičienė Vinted, JSC (Lithuania) 

3 Aistė Lisauskaitė Intersurgical, JSC (Lithuania) 

4 Aistė Ragauskaitė Laipiojimo centras, JSC (Lithuania) 

5 Aistė Karpušenkaitė Algoritmų sistemos, JSC (Lithuania) 

6 Florentina Sederavičiutė Audimas, JSC (Lithuania) 

7 Darius Žižys Rubbee, startup (Lithuania) 

8 Algimantas Bučinskas Persimonas, startup (Lithuania) 

9 Sigita Židonienė Achema, JSC (Lithuania) 

10 Vesta Navikaitė, 11 Deimantė Simanavičiūtė Arionex, JSC (Lithuania) 
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12 Tadas Juknius Addere, JSC (Lithuania) 

13 Arūnas Kleiva Littelfuse (Lithuania) 

 
2. Experience on internships before the trainings. 

 

36,4% have participated in internships before. Other part has never participated in internships in 
industry and companies. 

 

 

3. Expectations before the Internship  

 

Lithuanians expectations before internships were following: 

 To get familiar with automotive industry 

 To get to know how and what people in my area of science works in real world ourside of university 
borders 

 I am interested in developing geophysical and geochemical equipment used both for mineral exploration 

and for scientific purposes. Sensors used in these technologies are one of the main parts. My aim was 

to get better understanding about technical characteristics of these technologies and see who these 
companies especially R&D departments work. 

 I was expected to have a look at company and leader activity, development of business, working in a 

team. 

 to get an experience in business of chemistry industry 

 To develop business development skills 

 To get additional knowledge about business 

 To meet real business people, to get some knowledge 

 To get skills and knowledges about business strategies and management. 

 I hope to have it in successful company and develop the connections 

 More experience 

 To get an overview of daily operations of the company. 

 As a PhD student in physical chemistry, I wanted to visit the place where entrepreneurial spirit was 
focused on a science-based ideas. My expectations for the week in Bologna were focused on motivation, 

experience and success/failed stories of the first steps "from science to industry". 

 New knowledge, experience, know how 

 I expected to participate into internal company activity with real tasks and challenges. 

 To gain skills as an entrepreneur 

 I wanted to see how science works outside university, broaden my horizons and learn new things. 

 To improve knowledge about various sensors and application field. 
 

4. Quality Dimension Meeting Student´s Expectations 

 

Lithuanians have evaluated internships as qualitative, i.e. 8,36 from 10 
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5. Most important own achievements during the internship (by sending country) 
 

 I had a look how the director of company deals with problems and how he solves them. 

 The internship provided an opportunity to adopt know-how specific to the start of a career and 
business gaining insights into development work of innovative companies as well as project 

management. 

 How to start your own business 

 The self-improvement happened out of my comfort scientist zone 

 Gaining real knowledge about possible applications my work and what I could work after I finish 
my studies 

 I had a look at company and leader activities. 

 Understanding what is value preposition. 

 Contacting people 

 Useful advices from speakers about business and mistakes. 

 I have prepared the company improvement plan 

 Efforts to help the company with one of its projects. 

 I improved my communication skills. 

 better understand business 

 My own achievements were increase of communication skills and confidence, when I and my 

knowledges were positively assessed by company. 

 Self-confidence 

 Get in contact with strong companies that are working in automotive industry. 

 Stepping out of comfort zone again and managing stresses related to that. When you become a 

good specialist in your own field of course there is where to improve, but you feel confident, 
because you know where to start. and this project gives you completely new insight and fields 

and study you have never considered before. 

 Working with TI developers kits, understanding the possible implementation, understanding the 
way of how research finding have real market application 
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 I understood what is my client and what are the ways to adverse myself. I found the complexity 

of advertising myself, however I have a word promise of help :) 

 I understood what is my cient 

 It was perfect time as VINTED is the best startup in Lithuania acting globally. People, 
experiences, knowledge were the highest level  

 networking 
 

6. Most important own achievements during the internship (by target country) 
 

 I had a look how the director of company deals with problems and how he solves them. 

 Gaining real knowledge about possible applications my work and what I could work after I finish 

my studies 

 I had a look at company and leader activities. 

 Understanding what is value preposition. 

 Contacting people 

 Useful advices from speakers about business and mistakes. 

 I have prepared the company improvement plan 

 Efforts to help the company with one of its projects. 

 I improved my communication skills. 

 better understand business 

 My own achievements were increase of communication skills and confidence, when I and my 
knowledges were positively assessed by company. 

 

 

7. Most Important Positive Aspects 
 

Participants have been acknowledged with the business culture, improved communication skills. They get 

to taste what happens in real market, how and why everything functions, how to make effective 
decisions, what would work and what would not and why. They have familiar with the companies closer, 

saw how companies and leaders are working and solving the problems.  

They have also get acquainted with open trending companies with latest technologies and knowledges. 
Still one participant had a short experience as he is  PhD that works in private company not in University, 

I cannot find 40 Hours for internship. 
 

8. Suggestions for improvement: 

 

Interns mention that a longer duration (i.e. 1 month) would add value. Also more opportunity to actually 

shadow business leaders and a dedicated internship plan setting out the various elements would be 
welcomed. Also oyher suggestions such as the internship should be related with trainee work and interests. 

Also several trainees think that additional information or stuff (questionnaires or internship plan with clear 
tasks) should be prepared. It should be more clear for the accepting part what the aim of internship is, 

project manager should explain clearly what the aim is, what result it is expected. Also for student if it is 

not closely related with his research area, what the aim is of such "going and seeing". Some kind or report 
should be written from students side. 
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3d. Host Internship questionnaire 

 

1. Did the Internships Develop the Competencies 

23,1% of companies said that interns have developed the competences, 76,9% have mentioned that 
rather yes than no. No negative answers have been mentioned. 

2. Motyvation of companies to take interns have been related mostly with experience, sharing 

knowledge, probably recruiting of the researcher, motivation to start his own business and to have fresh 
ideas and new view. 

3. Satisfaction Quality Dimensions of Project 

 

 Lithuania  

n = 13 

Promoting our company 5,85 

Getting in touch with Europe´s brightest minds 8,08 
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Receiving a new perspective on our own enterprise 7,69 

Establishing new business connections and getting to know new (foreign) 
markets 

4,08 

 

Sharing knowledge and enhancing market access 5,69 

Finding innovative solutions to improve our company´s own business 9,00 

Improving my skills by becoming a mentor 9,62 

Improving my language skills 1,54 

Leraning about research findings that are relevant to our line of business 9,31 

 

Helping the intern understand how their research work can be applied in real 
business settings 

9,31 

 

Finding a new prospective employee or collaborator 8,54 

 

92,3% of host companies are going to cooperate with intern in future.  While suggestions improvement 

for future, no suggestions, that the internship could be longer than a week. The very clear aim and plan 

should be prepared before the internship. 
 

 
4 National Advisory Board Critique and Comments 

There two meetings during the project lifetime have been organized. The national advisory board has 
been acknowledged the training programme and have evaluated the content and structure very well. 
They did also advised for longer internship period and clearer plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Suggestions on module improvements  

Please comment specifically on each of the following modules. You may mention problems and/or 
challenges, issues regarding module duration, content, theoretical and practical activities, corrections and 

editing (syntax, typos etc.), and any other relevant improvements. Be specific. If applicable, attach 
corrections (such as improved PPT slides with this report). 

 

1. Participants’ comments 

 

Country of Training N Mean 
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Lithua
nia 

[ Module 1: Self-Assessment ]  
Please rate the 12 modules individually.  
Please note: 1 = weakest/very weak, 10 = strongest/very strong 

24 8,17 

[ Module 2: Soft/Personal Skills ]  24 8,38 

[ Module 3: From Individual Behaviour to Team Building ]  24 8,29 

[ Module 4: Idea Generation ]  24 8,33 

[ Module 5: Value Proposition ]  24 8,71 

[ Module 6: Test your Traction ]  24 8,33 

[ Module 7: Business Model Canvas ]  24 8,21 

[ Module 8: Lean Business Plan ]  24 8,08 

[ Module 9: IPR Issues ]  24 8,33 

[ Module 10: Open Innovation ]  24 8,25 

[ Module 11: From Bootstrapping to Acceleration ]  24 8,21 

[ Module 12: Pitching skills + how to find investors ]  24 8,08 

   

 

Which part of the training did you like the most ? 

 Invited speakers were very inspiring and open sharing their experiences, successes AND failures. 

The most interesting was guest speakers part. 

 Value proposition - interviews of potential customers. It wasn't the easiest part, maybe the 

hardest but it was very useful and valuable experience. 

 Idea Generation, Value Proposition, Lean Business Plan 

 Internship, I saw with my eyes how it works and what problems are faced 

 Idea generation, brainstorming. 

 The visits of invited guests and group work. Guests were interesting and well picked, very 
valuable experience 

 Idea generation, building a team. That was a very good experience that you bild a team with 

people you don't know. The interesting thing was that all chosen people are great, and we have 
the same view about our idea. 

 Open innovation. Quite new topic for me. And our lecturer - Renata Urbone was very nice, 

helpful and fantastic teacher. 

 I loved all guest speakers, who shared their own experiences and I really liked the lecture about 
public speaking. 

 Pitching skills + how to find investors 

 5-8. I was interested in first steps while starting a business. Therefore these parts were most 

informative for me. 

 Self-assessment, because I knew new things about myself. 

 Training with Renata Urbonė 

 Practice, practical trainings 

 Business Model Canvas. A simple, but effective way to present a business plan. 

 Module 12, because pitching revealed strongest and weakest sides of my personality. 
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 Internship. 

 Live experiences from business men 
 

Which part of the training did you like the least ?  

 Self-assessment. I don’t think it had much value. 

 Preparation of Business model canvas. Its more confusing then business plan. 

 IPR Issues 

 some experiences tough not a lot 

 Lean business plan, cause personal reasons do not have time for that. 

 All was somehow interesting 

 Those parts with pure theory 

 Maybe doing all countings and business model, because everything was very new for me. 

 Self-assessment. It was something I have already knew 

 Open innovation, because in our case it was the last course and most information was cowered 

already. 

 IPR Issues 

 Lean Business plan 

 1-4. Those parts should be more concentrated on practical tasks. 

 Public speaking before the audience. Not everyone has this gift. 

 theoretical part at the end of day (after lunch) 

 Pitching skills 

 Whit couching specialist 

 Piching it self 

 None. 

 7.Business Model Canvas, because it was boring for me and I think one man can't do all the job 

in business. 

 Difficult to say which one. 

 Our team did the job not according recommendations and I did not like this. 
 

 

What would you like to add to the present training programme? 

 More speakers. 

 Just to add interactive sessions. 

 Nothing. 

 Successful examples not all were successful. they should not be examples 

 Nothing significant. 

 More about public speaking, presentation preparation, pitching 

 Nothing. I don't think that something should be added. 

 The classes were quite intense thus I believe there were enough of the content. 

 More guest speakers. 

 To add more clear information about training in the beginning: 1) when and how long takes 

individual tasks with team (We did not know before that we should do tasks and arrange the 
meetings with team, mentor and coaches during the summer. Summer time was not so 

convenient time for many people); 2) Selection of winner (Participants thought that one team of 

winner travel to Cyprus. In the end we knew that 5 winner people was selected from all 
participants independent on winner team). I am suggesting to present clearer training content. 

 More Pitching skills 
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 More time in general. More practical tasks related to team building, idea generation, more visit to 

companies, which are related to participants business idea. Participants should be chosen not 
only by motivation, but also by their field of study, it assures that each team will have a 

engineer, economist, layer, etc. 

 I have no idea. 

 the history of business in Europe, USA, other regions. How to recognise differences and traditions 
of multinational relationship 

 Nothing 

 It was very good 

 More of business to business 

 None. 

 HR management. 

 One additional summer school.:) 

 I think team dynamics and tasks were bad in our team, I am not sure if it would improve by 

some lectures, but this could be took in to the mind 
 

What would like to change to the present training programme? 

 The project teams should be assigned - some teams were lacking team members with 

economical/marketing background. 

 More interactive sessions instead of some theoretical lessons. 

 Nothing 

 Yes, the time line was not clear before training, it was more theoretical, the team lost motivation 

because the rules were changed during preparation despite efforts to fix them. 
 Nothing significant. 

 The last sessions of the day mostly was hard to hold, so it would be more useful to take one 

extra day but shorter, not so intense. 

 Less theory, more examples 

 I think nothing. 

 The programme itself is very good. However, 5 days aren't enough. Besides, 8 hours per day for 

training isn't the best option and if you succeed to make 5-hour a day - it would be more 
efficient. However I understand its quite difficult for participants to manage their time (work, 

training, other duties etc.) 

 It would be great if lectures about business plans and value propositions would be presented by 
real businessmen, that way they could add from their own experience and may be easier to 

understand/grasp. 

 To find more guest speakers from different business areas 

 More Pitching skills 

 Communication/distribution of the information. I understand it is very hard to prepare program 

schedule and arrange all visit in advance. But it is very hard to keep track, when you get many 
similar e-mails, facebook notifications, messages. Maybe it would be useful to agree on one form 

at the beginning (e.g. google docs, calendar) and make changes in one document. Team 
building, idea generation, practical tasks should be held in training center. Participants usually 

have jobs and other projects going on in different cities in which case it is almost impossible to 
build a team, or generate idea as a "homework". 

 I would change the training time. More over, the training programme suppose to be clarified, I 

had no idea that I had to spend so much time in this training. 

 No so much thinks, in general the idea was good 
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If this programme was structured differently, in terms of duration, training days/times, full 
time or part time, online or face-to-face, what suggestions would you make? 

 

 Possibly more face to face lectures should be included. Sessions of project discussions should be 

introduced (teams talk about project problems, solutions, experiences - good for motivation). 

 The end of the trainings should be in summer. 

 This programme should last longer. 

 I would prefer more adapted to working participants 

 Full working day is good duration. 

 Plus one day and make programme part time. 

 None 

 I very liked this structure, it was veru comfortable for me. If I have to chose,maybe I would 
chose part time training. 

 Please specify in what way different? I cannot fantasize and answer to it :) Sorry 

 I think structure was good. 

 It would be better have part time training days. 

 Fulltime at the beginning and for theory lectures and online afterwards. 

 The time of training was not good. There is very difficult to arrange the meeting during summer 

time. 

 Everything was perfect. However, "home tasks" for team during SUMMER HOLIDAYS was not a 

good idea:) 

 Online  

 It was good 

 I suggest to make programme in one week, like conference. Because I forgot information which 
was given before month... 

 Everything was ok. 

 I think the most effective work would be on site workshop, but it would be very time consuming 

and expensive 
 

2. Trainers’ comments: 

The training program was a good balance of methodological material presentation and the practical 
exercises, however training materials would benefit from the revision, and refining. Also we would highly 
suggest changing the sequence of some modules in the training program.  

In Lithuania, we Due to the high demanding nature of the target audience (there was a competition to 

enter the program and we have selected the most motivated, strongest candidates, few of them were 
already on the path to entrepreneurship),  the trainer had to provide the best quality material to the 

participants, highly illustrated with practical real-case examples and with the less focus on the  theoretical 

materials (too much definitions, processes, methods on bulleted slides decrease the attention). Therefore 
the final drafts of the training materials (slides) were not re-usable in some modules, instead Cyprus 

version of slides were used as the background, because they were made more entertaining and practical. 
But the additions were disconnected from the training notes, which were only originally developed by the 

module developers. Thus new examples needed to be selected during testing the program before each 
lecture, slides re-developed.  

Module 1: Self-Assessment. The tests selected were interesting to participants. All testing shall be 
recommended beforehand instead of classroom time and discussion of results shall be executed in class.  
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Module 2: Soft/Personal Skills. Very good module. From slides to exercises. 

Module 3: From individual Behaviour to Team Building. Charismatic module. No major refinement is 
needed.  

Module 4: Idea Generation is a wuite chaotic module in its structure. During testing more attention was 
paid to practice exercises in idea generation techniques. Open innovation might better be a part of this 
module  

Module 5: Value Proposition. Good module. Students understand more via examples than learning 
theory. Additional examples may be supplemented from ours and other countries materials.  

Module 6: Test your Traction. Good module. No major refinement needed.  

Module 7: Business Model Canvas. Original final version of the module was too far theoretical. We have 

updated it with Cyprus re-made version of the materials. Cyprus material was a good version and better 
than the original with regard to practical and more engaging.  

Module 8: Lean Business Plan. Great module. Real differentiator from other similar entrepreneurship 
programs. Supplementary business planning tools were not adequate for Lithuania. In Lithuania we 

shared and used local version of the template for planning, that was developed by national 
entrepreneurship support agency. I think this module shall take higher portion of time, than currently and 

more training shall be given on the finance part. STEM scientists do not have a basic understanding of 

business finance and simple exercises shall be supplemented for training, how to calculate income, 
variable and fixed costs, depreciation, profit and main KPIs. From the definitions and explanations, they 
seem to understand, but did not learn for business application.  

Module 9: IPR Issues. Original final version of the material was monotonic. We have used the Cyprus 

version of the materials and supplemented with some information from the final materials of LU9.  
Exercises within the IPR module are needed instead of case study, which less interactive and time 
consuming.  

Module 10: Open Innovation. The training notes of the module are very good, while the slides are 

weaker and needed to be updated with examples. However, it is not worth to have open innovation as a 
separate module/topic. We recommend to add extend idea generation module, where idea generation 

platform and the essence of open innovation are to be explained. The part of the module that relates 
about models in-out, out-in may be presented at the business model canvas LU. Case studies may be 

used only as homework assignments. PhDs value their time and do not want to spend it for collective 
reading. 

Module 11: From Bootstrapping to Acceleration. This module might be a part of the lean business plan 
preparation, because when developing business plans and implementations plans it is important to know, 

how the business will be financed, by whom and what growth may be achieved. During the program, 

when everyone is already focused on learning to pitch and preparation to pitch for investors, the essence 
of this module seems of the ‚less interest‘.   

Module 12: Pitching & Finding Investors. Slides had to be refined before lecturing. Pitch examples were 
well selected in the program and interesting to the participants.  

 

In general, we would highly recommend that not only coachers and mentors work with teams and their 

business idea development, but more class-time would be dedicated for that as well –we experimented in 

such a way and the feedback from the colleagues was very valuable and important. In Lithuania we have 
added more work on team’s scientific idea development, presentation, feedback to the training program.  
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We also highly recommend that the training program of 5 days is spread within the 4 calendar months. 
Intervals between the seminars shall be 3 -4 weeks. In Lithuania the goals were set for interim periods 

among training class-days for work with business idea, model and business plan. Thus the combination of 
the theory and practice was well balanced, even more practically oriented, which is essential for 
entrepreneurship education. 

Furthermore, we suggest that the training program more clearly specifies how much time is needed from 

participants:  for practice for the development of the business models and lean business plans, hours for 
mentoring, coaching, job shadowing and visits to companies, and in-class.  It is important to inform 

participants in advance, how much of their time is required for participating in the programme, as they 
are active researchers with many duties and need to plan and be prepared correspondingly.  
 

6 Internships Procedures and Comments at local and EU level 

Comments regarding the number of companies offering internships at local and EU level, work covered 
and skills acquired, challenges, etc. 

23 out of 24 have gone for internships or going for internship till the end of April, 2017. 9 participants 
have visited foreign companies; one participant is waiting for the internship that will be accomplished in 
April, 2017. 13 participants have gone for internships in Lithuanian companies. 

The internship abroad has not been organized very smoothly from responsible partner. Participants did 

not know till the end of trainings where they will go for internship abroad. They had to plan as they are 
also teaching and have other research projects.  

Regarding internships in country, most of companies have never had PhD Students for internships before 
so they did not know how to react and organize the internship. I think the clear plan of every participant 

internship should be developed before. Also basing on answers from companies, 1 week internship is too 
short.  

7 Mentoring Procedures and Comments 

Who were the mentors? Main issues covered. Were extra skills gained? Was an entrepreneurial idea 
further fine-tuned? etc. 

Mentors are presented in page 5. Every team had their mentor, i.e. 5 mentors in total. They have met at 
least 6-8 times depending on the team directly or by skype. According to participants, mentors did helped 
a lot in developing the idea, value proposition, market analysis and business model.  

8 Conclusions 

Provide a comprehensive summary of the above. Include constructive critique on the four main issues of 

the pilot training. I.e. i. Trainers (background, experience, etc.) and guest speakers; ii. Participants 
(motivation, enthusiasm, selection criteria, etc.; iii. training material and iv.  Organizational aspects. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the aim of this data report is merely to report the data obtained and to 
suggest some of the more obvious possible interpretations of the data. A full interpretation and evaluation 

will be done in the context of the national and synthesis pilot programme evaluation report in the context 
of WP 5. The data set which was used for this report is open to all partners for further in-depth analysis.  

As preliminary conclusions for Lithuania can be mentioned:  

 The programme was well received by the participants. 

 The participants affirmed the merit of the programme by more than 75% in all of the quality 
dimensions covered. 
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 Students assess the programme as useful, comprehensive, interactive and engaging. All individual 

programme modules received evaluations of more than 8 out of 10 points.  

 The verbal comments in free format validate the positive quantitative ratings given. 

 No clear points for improvement stand out, however there is a number of suggestions that some 
elements should be expanded, as the involvement of business practitioners, timefor practicing and 

training in pitching skills. 

 Also suggestions for alternative structuring of the programme (some suggest to use shorter 
modules over alonger period, while others appreciate the compact format)  show that delivering 

the course in various formats could further increase the outreach.  
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Annex I: Results from questionnaire of participant responses, in-class training  
 

(Full evaluation report provided by ISOB) 
 
 

2.2 Age Group of Participants 
 
 

Age group:a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 26/35 20 83,3 83,3 83,3 

36/45 4 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 

 
 
2.3 Academic Background 
 
 

Doctoral Studiesa 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid other University Education or 
below 

8 33,3 33,3 33,3 

Doctoral Studies or Postdoc 16 66,7 66,7 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
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Academic background:a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Biomedicine sciences 1 4,2 4,2 4,2 

Chemical engineer, lecturer at 
Kaunas University of Technology 

1 4,2 4,2 8,3 

Economics 1 4,2 4,2 12,5 

Environmental engineering 1 4,2 4,2 16,7 

KTU 1 4,2 4,2 20,8 

management 1 4,2 4,2 25,0 

Masters degree 1 4,2 4,2 29,2 

Measurement technologies and 
electronic engineering 

1 4,2 4,2 33,3 

Mechanical engineering 1 4,2 4,2 37,5 

medical 1 4,2 4,2 41,7 

medicine, 1 4,2 4,2 45,8 

PhD 1 4,2 4,2 50,0 

PhD Chemistry 1 4,2 4,2 54,2 

pHd Student 1 4,2 4,2 58,3 

Phd student 2 8,3 8,3 66,7 

PhD student 4 16,7 16,7 83,3 

PhD student and lecturer 1 4,2 4,2 87,5 

Phd student and lecturer at a 
university. 

1 4,2 4,2 91,7 

PhD student in chemical 
engineering 

1 4,2 4,2 95,8 

PhD student, MEMS energy 
harvesting technologies. Master 
of MEchatronics. Bachelor of 
mechanics. 

1 4,2 4,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
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2.4 Information about the Project obtained through... 
 

How did you learn about this programme?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Facebook 1 4,2 4,2 4,2 

Friends/relatives 2 8,3 8,3 12,5 

Online portals 4 16,7 16,7 29,2 

My professor at University 7 29,2 29,2 58,3 

Promotional event 1 4,2 4,2 62,5 

Other (please specify) 9 37,5 37,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
 

 
 
2.5 Prior Experience 
 

Do you have experience with similar trainings? If yes, which ones? Please 
explain.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid yes 5 20,8 20,8 20,8 

no 19 79,2 79,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
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2.6 Motivation for Training 
Why did you decide to participate in the training? 
 

 I wanted to use my knowledge for some practical project. 
 Because of the possibilities to get a knowledge of commercialization process of innovation. 
 I expected to improve my entrepreneurship skills. 
 interesting 
 Wanted to improve enterprise skills. 
 To learn about innovations and their implementation 
 Thought it might be usefull 
 I thought that it would be interesting to know what I can do after my phD studies, and how to make business from my 

dissertation. 
 I wanted to develop a startup in reality, not just in the classes at University 
 Because I wanted to learn how to put my ideas and knowledge in to practice by creating certain product. 
 I have a common idea with one of my colleague. We wanted to found out how to turn ideas into business. 
 Looks very interesting 
 I want to establish closer bond between academic and business sector. To help students more easily integrate into 

companies after graduation. 
 I wanted to know more about business. 
 I had no experiance in making my own business. After my PhD studies I want to start my own business with the scientific 

knowledge and ideas I have 
 Interesting 
 Very intresting programme 
 Because of experience 
 Interested in how to transfer research findings into a successful business idea. 
 I have start up company, but badgage of knowledge about business was poor. That was the main reason why I decided 

to participate. 
 Because opportunities to gain more knowledge in business. 
 for improvement of my knowledge and skills 

 
2.7 Quality Dimensions 
2.7.1 Interactivity and Engagement  
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The training was interactive and engaging.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Agree strongly 14 58,3 58,3 58,3 

Agree somewhat 8 33,3 33,3 91,7 

Neither agree nor disagree 2 8,3 8,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
 

 
 

2.7.2 Learning about Company Practices 
 

I learned a lot about actual practices of companies.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Agree strongly 12 50,0 50,0 50,0 

Agree somewhat 10 41,7 41,7 91,7 

Neither agree nor disagree 1 4,2 4,2 95,8 

Disagree somewhat 1 4,2 4,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 

2.7.3 Usefulness of Programme Topics 
 
 

Do you feel the selection of the training topics was useful?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Very useful 16 66,7 66,7 66,7 

Somewhat useful 7 29,2 29,2 95,8 

Not very useful 1 4,2 4,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
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2.7.4 Comprehensiveness of Programme 
 
 

Do you believe the 12 modules included in our training programme cover the essentials 
on entrepreneurship programme?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Yes, very much 9 37,5 37,5 37,5 

In general, yes 12 50,0 50,0 87,5 

Somewhat 3 12,5 12,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
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2.8 Relative Appreciation of Individual Modules 

 

Country of Training N Mean 

Lithuani
a 

[ Module 1: Self-Assessment ]  
Please rate the 12 modules individually.  
Please note: 1 = weakest/very weak, 10 = strongest/very strong 

24 8,17 

[ Module 2: Soft/Personal Skills ]  24 8,38 

[ Module 3: From Individual Behaviour to Team Building ]  24 8,29 

[ Module 4: Idea Generation ]  24 8,33 

[ Module 5: Value Proposition ]  24 8,71 

[ Module 6: Test your Traction ]  24 8,33 

[ Module 7: Business Model Canvas ]  24 8,21 

[ Module 8: Lean Business Plan ]  24 8,08 

[ Module 9: IPR Issues ]  24 8,33 

[ Module 10: Open Innovation ]  24 8,25 

[ Module 11: From Bootstrapping to Acceleration ]  24 8,21 

[ Module 12: Pitching skills + how to find investors ]  24 8,08 

Valid N (listwise) 24  

 
 
2.9 Appreciation of Individual Programme Elements and Suggestions for Changes 
 
Which part of the training did you like the most ? Please explain. 

 Invited speeakeers were very inspiring and open sharing their expriences, successes AND failures. 
 Value proposition - interviews of potential customers. It wasn't the easiest part, maybe the hardest but it was very useful 

and valuable experience. 

 Idea Generation Value Proposition Lean Business Plan 
 intership, I saw with my eyes how it works and what problems are faced 
 Idea generation, for brain storms. 
 The most interesting was guest speakers part. 
 The visits of invited guests and group work. Guests were interesting and well picked, very valuable experience 
 Idea generation, building a team. That was a very good experience that you bild a team with people you don't know. The 

interesting thing was that all chosen people are great, and we have the same view about our idea. 
 Open innovation. Quite new topic for me. And our lecturer - Renata Urbone was very nice, helpful and fantastic teacher. 
 I loved all guest speakers, who shared their own experiences and I really liked the lecture about public speaking. 
 Pitching skills + how to find investors 
 Pitching 
 5-8. I was interested in first steps while starting a business. Therefore these parts were most informative for me. 
 Self-assessment, because I knew new things about myself. 
 quest speakers, practical trainings 
 Self Assesment 
 Training whit Renata Urbonė 
 Practice 
 Business Model Canvas. A simple, but effective way to present a business plan. 
 Module 12, because pitching revealed strongest and weakest sides of my personality. 
 Internship. 
 live experinces of business man 

 
Which part of the training did you like the least ? Please explain. 

 Self-assesment. I dont think it had much value. 
 Preparation of Business model canvas. Its more confusing then business plan. 
 IPR Issues 
 some experiences tough not a lot 
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 Lean business plan, cause personal reasons do not have time for that. 
 All was somehow interesting 
 Those parts with pure theory 
 Maybe doing all countings and business model,because everything was very new for me. 
 self-assessment. It was something I have already knew 
 Open innovation, because in our case it was the last course and most information was cowered already. 
 IPR Issues 
 Lean Business plan 
 1-4. Those parts should be more concentrated on practical tasks. 
 Public speaking before the audience. Not everyone has this gift. 
 theoretical part at the end of day (after lunch) 
 Pitching skills 
 Whit couching specialist 
 Piching it self 
 None. 
 7.Business Model Canvas, because it was boring for me and I think one man can't do all the job in business. 
 Difficult to say which one. 
 Our team did the job not according recomendations and I did not like this. 

 
What would you like to add to the present training programme? 

 More speakers. 
 Just to add interactive sessions. 
 - 
 Successful examples not all were successful. they should not be examples 
 Nothing significant. 
 More about public speaking, presentation preparation, pitching 
 - 
 I don't think that something should be added. 
 The classes were quite intense thus I believe there were enough of the content. 
 More guest speakers. 
 To add more clear information about training in the beginning: 1) when and how long takes individual tasks with team 

(We did not know before that we should do tasks and arrange the meetings with team, mentor and coaches during the 
summer. Summer time was not so convenient time for many people); 2) Selection of winner (Participants thought that 
one team of winner travel to Cyprus. In the end we knew that 5 winner people was selected from all participants 
independent on winner team). I am suggesting to present clearer training content. 

 More Pitching skills 
 More time in general. More practical tasks related to team building, idea generation, more visit to companies, which are 

related to participants business idea. Participants should be chosen not only by motivation, but also by their field of study, 
it assures that each team will have a engineer, economist, layer, etc. 

 I have no idea. 
 the history of business in Europe, USA, other regions. How to recognise differences and traditions of multinational 

relationship 
 Nothing 
 It was very good 
 More of business to business 
 None. 
 Personel management. 
 one additional summer school. 
 I think team dynamics and tasks were bad in our team, I am not sure if it would improve by some lectures, but this could 

be took in to the mind 
 
What would like to change to the present training programme? 

 The project teams should be assigned - some teams were lacking team memebers with economical/marketing 
background. 

 More interactive sessions instead of some theoretical lessons. 
 - 
 Yes, the time line was not clear before training, it was more theoretical, the team lost motivation because the rules were 

changed during preparation despite efforts to fix them. 
 Nothing significant. 
 The last sessions of the day mostly was hard to hold, so it would be more useful to take one extra day but shorter, not 

sso intense. 
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 Less theory, more examples 
 I think nothing. 
 The programme itself is very good. However, 5 days aren't enough. Besides, 8 hours per day for training isn't the best 

option and if you succeed to make 5-hour a day - it would be more efficient. However I understand its quite difficult for 
participants to manage their time (work, training, other duties etc.) 

 It would be great if lectures about business plans and value propositions would be presented by real businessmen, that 
way they could add from their own experience and may be easier to understand/grasp. 

 To find more guest speakers from different business areas 
 More Pitching skills 
 Communication/distribution of the information. I understand it is very hard to prepare program schedule and arrange all 

visit in advance. But it is very hard to keep track, when you get many similar e-mails, facebook notifications, messages. 
Maybe it would be useful to agree on one form at the begining (e.g. google docs, calendar) and make changes in one 
document. Team building, idea generaton, practical tasks should be held in training center.Participants usually have jobs 
and other projects going on in different cities in which case it is almost impossible to build a team, or generate idea as a 
"homework". 

 I would change the training time. More over, the training programme suppose to be clarified, I had no idea that I had to 
spend so much time in this training. 

 I don't know 
 Nothing 
 Nothing 
 More economic 
 None. 
 I don't know. 
 nothing too much it was ok. 
 No so much thinks, in general the iidea was good 

 
If this programme was structured differently, in terms of duration, training days/times, full time or part time, online 
or face-to-face, what suggestions would you make? 
 

 Possibly more face to face lectures should be included. Seassions of project discussions should be introduced (teams talk 
about project problems, sollutions, experiences - good for motivation). 

 The end of the trainings should be in summer. 
 This programme should last longer. 
 I would prefer more adapted to working participant 
 Full working day is good duration. 
 Plus one day and make programme part time. 
 None 
 I very liked this structure, it was veru comfortable for me. If I have to chose,maybe I would chose part time training. 
 Please specify in what way different? I cannot fantasize and answer to it :) Sorry 
 I think structure was good. 
 It would be better have part time training days. 
 No 
 Fulltime at the begining and for theory lectures and online afterwards. 
 the time of training was not good. There is very difficult to arrange the meeting during summer time. 
 everything was perfect. However, "home tasks" for team during SUMMER HOLIDAYS was not a good idea:) 
 Online 
 It was good 
 None 
 None. 
 I suggest to make programme in one week, like conference. Because I forgot information which was given before 

month... 
 everything was ok. 
 I think the most effective work would be on site workshop, but it would be very time consuming and expensive 

 
In which training topics/areas would you like to receive further training? 
 

 Pitching. Lean bussiness plan. 
 Value Proposition, Lean business plan, pitching. 
 Idea Generation Value Proposition Lean Business Plan 
 if it provide practical skills - yes 
 Pitching. 
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 public speaking 
 Pitching, business plan and idea development 
 Vaue proposition and economy countings. 
 6 
 Pitching 
 To learn business plan 
 pitch 
 finances, sales management, international law procedures. 
 I have no idea. 
 self-assessement, pitching 
 I don't need it 
 Bussines plans 
 Economic 
 Pitching skills 
 Module 3 and 5 
 Business plan preparation. 
 team building, ideas generation 

 
Which entrepreneurial skills do you feel you need to develop further? 
 

 All of them 
 all. I saw a little bit how it is, but practice is than what is neccesary. 
 business plan 
 from economics side, evaluating product. 
 How to deliver my message 
 I am an entrepreneur :) But I need to improve, I need a bit of everything. 
 I have all entrepreneurial skills 
 I need to develop understanding how to succeed. After this training I feel that it is difficult and I am leaving of feeling - 

even not try. The training would suit better with real teams with real topic. Less conflicts we would have. 

 Lean Business plan 
 Module 7 and 8 
 None 
 pitching 
 Pitching 
 pitching skills 
 Pitching skills 
 Pitching skills. 
 Pitching. 
 Project planning Team leading 
 The customer-friendly idea generation 
 Time management, project organization (estimation how time is needed for each task or problem to solve and when to 

move further if it is not solved). 
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2.10 Perceived Effects of Participation 
 
 

Do you feel the training encouraged you to start your own business? Please explain.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Yes 5 20,8 20,8 20,8 

Rather yes than no 13 54,2 54,2 75,0 

Rather no than yes 6 25,0 25,0 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 

 
 
[Comment] Do you feel the training encouraged you to start your own business? Please explain.a 

 
 A lack of business-friendly idea is still the hindering force 
 But just with a good team. 
 Gain many useful information, know the steps how to start 
 I am running my own business. 
 I am still a rational person and risk factor is of great importance for me. 
 Not yet 
 Now I have much better understanding what should be improved in my business model and what competences are 

needed for a team. 
 Now I know what steps I need to take in order to start my business, but I think I still need more courage to do so. 
 Still a lot of questions to answer :) 
 Trainings gives motivations. 
 yes 

 
 

Do you feel the training helped you to be better equipped for starting your own business? 
Please explain.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Yes 12 50,0 50,0 50,0 

Rather yes than no 9 37,5 37,5 87,5 

Rather no than yes 3 12,5 12,5 100,0 
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Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 

 
[Comment] Do you feel the training helped you to be better equipped for starting your own business? Please 
explain.a 
 

 I saw the dificultness and had no many information about possible resources except mine. 
 More knowledge = more confidence. 
 Not yet 
 Now I have more information how to do it. 
 The "mechanics" of doing bussiness is clear. 
 The knowledge in the field of entrepreneurship has improved without exceptions 
 Trainings gives clarity what is below business. 
 yes 

 
 

Did you manage to develop your business idea further?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Yes 14 58,3 58,3 58,3 

No 1 4,2 4,2 62,5 

Not sure 7 29,2 29,2 91,7 

Not applicable 2 8,3 8,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
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2.11 Overall Testimonials by Participants 
 
Testimonials 

 An excelent place to find an excelent team. 
 SCIENT programme is very useful if you want to understand the fundamentals for starting your own business, own 

startup. 
 Well structured entrepreneurship programme !!! 
 I think the curriculum should be developed more. I have a feeling, that Your internship and mentors are Your own 

problem. 
 Very useful trainings for scientist who have innovative ideas. 
 Yes, i can promote. 
 You have a business idea, but you lack something and can't put your finger on it? Come to this course and you will be 

able to surpass it and reach much more! 
 This project was very interesting and useful for me. Now I am thinking about starting my own business, with a team that 

we created during this project. I met new people that have similar ideas. 
 Thank you for the opportunity to meet and get know fantastic people, to work with them and I strongly believe we will 

make our idea happen! 

 SCIENT has given me a knowledge on what steps I need to take in order to start my own business. 
 The SCIENT training useful for gain skills of entrepreneurship, to find start-up funding and to see the opportunity for 

commercialization of you research. 

 It was goodd SCIENT programme 
 This programme is very useful for the beginners and helps you to specify your idea, distinguish main problems and steps, 

which should be taken in order to solve them. It questions your abilities and fills in the gaps. I was very pleased to find 
what I was looking for. 

 . 
 SCIENT programme is your chance To make business at a glance! 
 Nothing to add 
 It was a great experience 
 No 
 Trainings were perfectly organised and lectures were very intersting and useful. I would like to say a big THANK YOU for 

organiser Dr. Aušra Rūtelionė, all lecturers, speakers, coachers and mentors who turned trainings into very useful and 
unique experience. 

 I suggest to add module about personel management. 
 It was worth to participate! 
 Thank You for Your work 
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Annex II: Results from questionnaire of trainer responses, in-class training 
 
2.2 Prior Experience of Trainers 
 

Do you have experience with organizing similar trainings? If yes, which ones? 
Please explain.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
Categories: yes - no 
Comments: 
 

 I am a developer of Technology Entrepreneurship course for undergraduates at the university, also was lecturing in the 
traditional Entrepreneurship module for 10 years at university. 

 
 
2.3 Perception of Student´s Interest 
 

The participants´ interest was high.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Agree strongly 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
Categories: Agree strongly – agree somewhat – neither agree nor disagree – Disagree somewhat – Disagree strongly 
Comments: 

 In Lithuania there was a competition to enter the training program, thus we as trainers selected the participants based on 
their motivation and that was an important prerequisite for their high interest in the training program. 

 
2.4 Quality Dimension Choice of Topics 
 
 

Do you feel the selection of the training topics was useful?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Very useful 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
Categories: Very useful – Somewhat useful – Not very useful – Not useful at all 
 
2.5 Quality Dimension Coverage of Essentials of Entrepreneurship 
 
 

Do you believe the 12 modules included in our training programme cover the essentials 
on entrepreneurship programme?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid In general, yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
Categories: Yes, very much – In general, yes – Somewhat – Not much – No, not at all 
 
 

2.6 Appreciation of Merits of Individual Modules  
The comments to follow are contributed by trainers involved in teaching the respective module. They were asked to highlight „what 
they liked the most“, in order to identify the most valuable parts of the training from the perspective of the trainers.  
 
Module 1: Self-Assessment 
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 The test selected were interesting to participants. 

 
Module 2: Soft/Personal Skills 
 

 Very good module. From slides to exercises. 
 
Module 3: From individual Behaviour to Team Building 
 

 Charismatic module. 
 
Module 4: Idea Generation 
 

 Quite chaotic module in its structure. During more attention was paid to practice exercises in idea generation techniques. 
Module 5: Value Proposition 
 

 Good. Students understand more via examples than learning theory. 
 
Module 6: Test your Traction 
 

 Good module. 
 
Module 7: Business Model Canvas 
 

 Original final version of the module was too far theoretical. We have updated it with Cyprus re-made version of the 
materials. OK at the end. 

 
Module 8: Lean Business Plan 
 

 Great module. Real differentiator from other similar entrepreneurship programs. Supplementary business planning tools, 
were not adequat for LT. We shared and used our version of the template for planning. 

 
Module 9: IPR Issues 
 

 Original final version of the material was monotonic. We have used the Cyprus version of the materials and supplemented 
with some information from the final materials of LU9. 

 
Module 10: Open Innovation 
 

 Very good training notes. Weaker slides. We updated them with examples. 
 
Module 11: From Bootstrapping to Acceleration 
 

  
 
Module 12: Pitching & Finding Investors 
 

 Slides had to be refined before lecturing. Pitch examples were well selected and interesting to the participants. 
 
2.7 Verbal Assessment of the Programme 
 
Which part of the training material did you like the most? 

 Module 2. It was fun, interesting, well placed for trainees to get acquainted and increase their level of self-confidence, 
trust in others, etc. Module 8. Because it is a real differentiation of the program. 

 
Most challenging parts during the training 

 Due to the high demanding nature of the target audience, the final drafts of the training materials (slides) were not re-
usable in some modules, Cyprus version of slides were used as the background and they were disconnected from the 
training notes (samples, etc.) and new examples needed to be selected, slides re-developed. Thus the preparation for the 
training required much more efforts than it might have been foreseen and planned. 
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 „What would you like to add to the present training programme?“ 
 We have added more work on their own scientific idea development, presentation, feedback to the training program. That 

was a success. Exercises within the IPR module are needed (more interactive than the case study). 
 
 „What would you like to add to remove/change to the present training programme?“ 

 Open innovations. It is not worth to have it as a separate module, but rather as a part of idea generation module, where 
idea generation platform and the essence of open innovation are to be explained. The models in-out, out-in may be 
presented at the business model canvas LU. Case studies may be used only as homework assignments. PhDs value their 
time and do not want to spend it for collective reading. 

 
Suggestions for changes in structure („If this programme could be structured differently, in terms of duration, 
training day/times, full or part time, online or face-to-face, what suggestions would you make?“  

 Like it was mentioned above, I believe it was great success to have the training program of 5 days spread within the 4 
calendar months. Intervals between the seminars shall be 3 -4 weeks. 

 
Suggestions for additional information („In which topics/areas would you like to receive further 
information/material/additional support to develop your training better?“  

 IPR. Bootstrapping. Pitching. 
2.8. Quality Dimension Mix of Theory and Practice 
 
 

Do you believe there was an adequate blend of theory and practice in the training?a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid In general, yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
Categories: Yes, very much – In general, yes – Somewhat – Not much – No, not at all 
 
 

2.9. Support for Business Creation 
 
 

Do you feel the training offered enough support to the participants to start 
their own business? Please explain.a 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
Categories: Yes- rather yes than no – rather no than yes - no 
 
Comments: 
 

 Teams developed really great ideas with high business potential. 
 

2.10. Perception of student´s Reaction to the Programme and Perceived Effects 
 
„Please describe the participants´reaction in a few words…“  

 Motivated. 
 
„What were the main effects that you identified on students during the course implementation?“  

 Learning persistence, adaptability, communications, business-mindset. Few teams based on the tough 
comments/feedback, changed their ideas or at minimum pivoted the business model and survived without falling into 
arrogance to their 'scientific dignity' :). 

 
3. Overall Assessment 

 
 
Do you think the training material developed is ready for implementation and dissemination?a 
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 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Rather no than yes 1 100,0 100,0 100,0 

a. Country of Training = Lithuania 
 
Comments: 

 I think it is critical to discuss the feedback from all countries, select the best last final versions (country based) of the 
materials, adjust the trainer's notes correspondingly and then it will be ready. 

 
„We would love to have your comments/suggestions or advice in order to improve the training as a whole!“ 

 Training as a whole was a fortune for those who were invited to get trained. Guest speakers were an important and great 
addition to the program. I hope participant's feedback will confirm all that. 
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Annex III: Results from questionnaire of participant responses, internships 
 
The present report presents the data obtained through an online survey to get feedback from participants of the internship programme 
of the SCIENT project programme. 
The questionnaire for the survey was developed by ISOB with contributions by GrantXpert, FundEUN and EUC. The survey was hosted 
on the Lime Survey based online-survey system run by ISOB.  
 
This data report presents an overview  of the feedback obtained from participants of the internship programme. A non-technical 
approach in presenting the data has been chosen, in order to reach out also to audiences with less expertise in interpreting statistical 
analysis. The data set is available to all partners for more in-depth technical analysis of correlations and statistical modelling.  
 
A preliminary analysis of main messages is suggested. 
The report at hand is the first in a series of two: a) Participant Feedback b) Company Feedback. 
These reports also contribute data to the evaluation of meeting the indicators presented in table 3 (WP 5) of the general evaluation 
and quality assurance of the project as described in “Scient_WP8_9_guide_v1_2_cn.docx”, p. 30. 
 
The internship survey yielded an overall good, in some cases complete, in some cases satisfactory response rate. 
 
RESPONSE TABLE 

Partner 
country 

Total number of 
Interns 

Number of Interns 
who completed the 
questionnaires 

Lithuania 23 23 

 
 
2. Results of Internship Participant Survey 
2.1 Country of Internship vs. Country of Origin   

Target Country * Sending Country Intern Crosstabulation 

 

Sending Country Intern 

Total Cyprus Italy Lithuania 
Portuga

l Spain 
United 

Kingdom 

Target 
Country 

Cyprus Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

15,4% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 4,0% 

Italy Count 3 1 1 0 3 0 8 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

23,1% 33,3% 4,5% 0,0% 100,0% 0,0% 16,0% 

Lithuania Count 0 0 11 1 0 0 12 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

0,0% 0,0% 50,0% 16,7% 0,0% 0,0% 24,0% 

Portugal Count 1 1 1 5 0 0 8 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

7,7% 33,3% 4,5% 83,3% 0,0% 0,0% 16,0% 

Spain Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

7,7% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 2,0% 

Germany Count 2 1 5 0 0 3 11 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

15,4% 33,3% 22,7% 0,0% 0,0% 100,0% 22,0% 

other or not 
identifiable 

Count 4 0 4 0 0 0 8 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

30,8% 0,0% 18,2% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 16,0% 

Total Count 13 3 22 6 3 3 50 

% within Sending Country 
Intern 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
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2.2 Experience in Prior Internships 
 
 

Did you take part in other internship/s in the past?  If yes in which 
field/company? Please explain. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid yes 12 24,0 24,0 24,0 

no 38 76,0 76,0 100,0 

Total 50 100,0 100,0  

 
 
Comments:  

 Civil Engineering / J&P Avax, Athens . summer placement 
 Greece-Bioengineering France-Material Science 
 1. Chemical laboratory @ Polish Academy of Science 2. Yogurt plant @ Cypriot dairy firm 
 It is my first internship 
 Mendel University in Brno 
 Summer field courses for geologists (ore exloration, geophysical mapping etc.) 
 Zurich University of Applied Sciences 
 "Victrex" which is an innovative world leader in high performance polymer solutions, serving a diversified range of 

markets 
 Medicine 
 Yes, during my bachelor degree studies. 
 Research in Lisboa, Portugal (Erasmus program) 
 no 
 Centro Hospitalar Cova da Beira Centro Reinserção Social do Centro Estabelecimento Prisional de Castelo Branco 

 

 

Total 

Lithuania 

Did you take part in other 
internship/s in the past?  If yes in 
which field/company? Please 
explain. 

yes Count 8 

% within Sending Country Intern 36,4% 

no Count 14 

% within Sending Country Intern 63,6% 

Total Count 22 
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% within Sending Country Intern 100,0% 

 
 
2.3 Expectations before the Internship 
Verbal Comments on the question. “What were your expectations before the SCIENT internship?” 
 
Lithuania: 

 To get familiar with automotive industry 
 To get to know how and what people in my area of science works in real world ourside of university borders 
 I am interested in developing geophysical and geochemical equipment used both for mineral explotration and for 

scientific purposes. Sensors used in these technologies are one of the main parts. My aim was to get better 
understanding about technical characteristics of these technologies and see who these companies especially R&D 
departments work. 

 I was expected to have a look at company and leader activity, development of business, working in a team. 
 to get an experience in business of chemistry industy 
 To develop business development skills 
 To get additional knowledge about business 
 To meet real business people, to get some knowledge 
 To get skills and knowledges about business strategies and management. 
 - 
 I hope to have it in successful comapny and develop the conections 
 More experience 
 To get an overview of daily operations of the company. 
 Neutral. 
 As a PhD student in physical chemistry, I wanted to visit the place where entrepreneurial spirit was focused on a science-

based ideas. My expectations for the week in Bologna were focused on motivation, experience and success/failed stories 
of the first steps "from science to industry". 

 no it 
 New knowledge, experience, know how 
 I expected to participate into internal company activity with real tasks and challenges. 
 To gain skills as an entrepreneur 
 I wanted to see how science works outside university, broaden my horizons and learn new things. 
 To improve knowledge about various sensors and application field. 

 
 
 
2.4 Quality Dimension Meeting Student´s Expectations 
 

[My expectations were met] On a scale of 1 (weakest) to 10 (strongest): how 
far were these expectations met? 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 1 2 4,0 4,0 4,0 

2 1 2,0 2,0 6,0 

5 1 2,0 2,0 8,0 

6 1 2,0 2,0 10,0 

7 3 6,0 6,0 16,0 

8 14 28,0 28,0 44,0 

9 15 30,0 30,0 74,0 

10 13 26,0 26,0 100,0 

Total 50 100,0 100,0  
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„My expectations were met“ 1 (weakest“ to 10 „strongest“) by Sending Country 
 

 
 
The internships met participant´s own expectations to a high degree. On a scale from 
1 to 10 the overall rating was 8,26. Cypriot students were the most satisfied, followed 
by students from Lithuania. Both countries have been represented by a high number 
of interns, while averages for others are based on only a few cases. 
 
 
 
 

 
“My expectations were met”1 (weakest“ to 10 „strongest“)  by Target Country  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
If one excludes the „other“ category (3 cases), students were most satisfied with internships in Germany, followed by Cyprus and 
Italy. 
 
 
2.5 Satisfaction Quality Dimensions of Project  
 
The students were asked to rate the degree to which the internships excelled in some of the quality dimensions the internships 
aimed at.   

Sending  
Country 

Average 

Cyprus 8,62 

Italy 7,00 

Lithuania 8,36 

Portugal  7,83 

Spain  8,00 

UK 8,33 

Overall 8,26 

Target 
Country 

Average 

Cyprus 8,50 

Italy 8,50 

Lithuania 7,75 

Portugal  7,13 

Spain  8,00 

UK  

Germany 8,82 

Other or not ident 9,13 

Overall 8,26 
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The analysis is split by sending country in order to iderntify the feedback of groups of students from the partner countries, as well 
as by target country in order to get an impression which locations were perceived as delivering high quality internships. The 
interpretation is very tentative as in some countries the assessment is based on only a few cases.  
 
Satisfaction Level by Sending Country 
In addition to your own expectations, our programme SCIENT aimed at achieving a number of internship benefits. Please rate in 
how far these benefits were realised. Again 1 = weakest, 10 = strongest. 
 

 Overall Cyprus  
n = 13 

Italy  
n = 3 

Lithuania  
n = 22 

Portugal  
n = 6 

Spain  
n = 3 

UK   
n = 3 

Understanding the real business 
culture  

8,34 
 
 

8,38 
 

9,67 
 

8,32 
 

8,50 
 

7,67 
 

7,33 
 

Networking with like-minded people 8,44 
 

8,92 
 

9,33 
 

8,18 
 

8,50 
 

7,67 
 

8,00 
 

Exploring applications for my own 
research results  

8,06 
 

8,23 
 

9,67 
 

7,59 
 

8,00 
 

9,00 
 

8,33 
 

Receiving feedback from successful 
entrepreneurs 

8,08 
 

8,62 
 

9,33 
 

7,73 
 

8,17 
 

6,67 
 

8,33 
 

Improving my business idea 7,88 
 

8,31 
 

10,00 
 

7,41 
 

7,67 
 

8,67 
 

7,00 
 

Developing competences for 
managing a company  

7,60 
 

8,15 
 

9,67 
 

7,18 
 

7,33 
 

7,00 
 

7,33 
 

Market knowledge 8,04 
 

8,38 
 

9,33 
 

7,64 
 

7,83 
 

9,00 
 

7,67 
 

Understanding how research 
findings have real market 
applications  

8,42 
 

8,46 
 

9,33 
 

8,55 
 

7,83 
 

8,67 
 

7,33 
 

I feel better equipped to start my 
own business 

7,92 8,62 9,33 7,32 7,67 9,00 7,33 

 
Interns from all of the partner countries were satisfied with their interenships in all quality dimensions. Averages range from 7 to 
10. From the countries sending a larger group, Cyriots were the most satisfied, while Lithuanians, while being also quite positive, 
were a bit more reserved in their ratings.  
Satisfaction Level by Target Country  
In addition to your own expectations, our programme SCIENT aimed at achieving a number of internship benefits. Please rate in 
how far these benefits were realised. Again 1 = weakest, 10 = strongest. 

 Overall Cyprus  
n = 2 

Italy  
n = 8 

Lithuania  
n = 12 

Portugal  
n = 8 

Spain  
n = 1 

UK 
 

Germany 
n = 11 

Other   
N = 8 

Understanding the real 
business culture  

8,34 
 
 

8,00 
 

8,50 
 

8,08 
 

8,75 
 

8,00 
 
 

 8,36 
 

8,25 
 

Networking with like-
minded people 

8,44 
 

9,00 
 

8,50 
 

7,58 
 

8,75 
 

8,00 
 

 8,55 
 

9,12 
 

Exploring applications for 
my own research results  

8,06 
 

8,50 
 

8,88 
 

7,33 
 

8,38 
 

5,00 
 

 8,00 
 

8,38 
 

Receiving feedback from 
successful entrepreneurs 

8,08 
 

8,50 
 

8,13 
 

7,33 
 

8,50 
 

9,00 
 

 8,27 
 

8,25 
 

Improving my business 
idea 

7,88 
 

6,00 
 

9,00 
 

7,17 
 

8,25 
 

8,00 
 
 

 7,64 
 

8,25 
 

Developing competences 
for managing a company  

7,60 
 

7,00 
 

8,00 
 

7,08 
 

7,87 
 

9,00 
 

 7,73 
 

7,50 
 

Market knowledge 8,04 
 

8,50 
 

8,88 
 

7,42 
 

8,25 
 

8,00 
 

 8,18 
 

7,63 
 

Understanding how 
research findings have real 
market applications  

8,42 
 

7,00 
 

8,75 
 

7,92 
 

8,25 
 

9,00 
 

 8,73 
 

8,88 
 

I feel better equipped to 
start my own business 

7,92 8,50 9,00 
 

7,25 8,00 8,00  8,36 
 

7,00 
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The internships achieved a high level of satisfaction in all of the quality dimensions. Overall the satisfaction was highest with two of 
the core quality dimensions of SCIENT, the degree to which the interns got a better idea of how to exploit research results for 
business creation as well as for networking with like minded people. „Understanding the real business culture“ came third, while the 
other quality aspects were well appreciated in general.  
As to target countries the satisfaction level was highest for „other“ and Germany.   
 

2.6 Own Achievements 
Again, preliminary interpretations are suggested on the basis of sending and hosting countries. 
 
„Please describe your most important own achievements during the internship!“ by Sending Country 
 
 
Lithuania: 

 I had a look how the director of company deals with problems and how he solves them. 
 The internship provided an opportunity to adopt know-how specific to the start of a career and business gaining insights 

into development work of innovative companies as well as project management. 
 How to start your own business 
 The self-improvement happened out of my comfort scientist zone 
 Gaining real knowledge about possible applications my work and what I could work after I finish my studies 
 I had a look at company and leader activities. 
 Understanding what is value preposition. 
 Contacting people 
 Usefull advices from speakers about business and mistakes. 
 I have prepared the company improvement plan 
 Efforts to help the company with one of its projects. 
 I improved my communication skills. 
 better understand business 
 My own achievements were increase of communication skills and confidence, when I and my knowledges were positively 

assessed by company. 
 Self-confidence 
 Get in contact with strong companies that are working in automotive industry. 
 Stepping out of comfort zone again and managing stresses related to that. When you become a good specialist in your 

own field of course there is where to improve, but you feel confident, because you know where to start. and this project 
gives you completely new insight and fields and study you have never considered before. 

 Working with TI developers kits, understanding the possible implementation, understanding the way of how research 
finding have real market application 

 I understood what is my client and what are the ways to adverse myself. I found the complexity of advertising myself, 
however I have a word promise of help :) 

 I understood what is my cient 
 It was perfect time as VINTED is the best startup in Lithuania acting globally. People, experiences, knowledge were the 

highest level 
 networking 

 
 
„Please describe your most important own achievements during the internship!“ by Target Country 
 
Lithuania: 

 I had a look how the director of company deals with problems and how he solves them. 
 Gaining real knowledge about possible applications my work and what I could work after I finish my studies 
 I had a look at company and leader activities. 
 Understanding what is value preposition. 
 Contacting people 
 Usefull advices from speakers about business and mistakes. 
 I have prepared the company improvement plan 
 Efforts to help the company with one of its projects. 
 I improved my communication skills. 
 better understand business 
 My own achievements were increase of communication skills and confidence, when I and my knowledges were positively 

assessed by company. 
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A range of achievements is mentioned, which are all within the scope of intentions of the programme. More confidence, exposure to 
start-up cases, networking opportunities and exposure to a new and challenging environment are mentioned. 
 

2.7 Most Important Positive Aspects  

 
The preliminary analysis of positive aspects will focus on those target counties which were more frequently visited, while statements 
for sending countries are documented for use in the national reports.  
 
„Please name the most important positive aspects of such internship programmes in your own words.“ By sending country 
 
Lithuania: 

 i got familiar with water treatment technologies. 
 Interesting lectures provided by professionals, company visits and exchange of experience 
 =) 
 The possibility to see the start-line of a business is a priceless experience. Such an internship programmes help to realize 

that a very first bussiness idea can travel through mountains and pits with the possibility to be drowned. Just learn the 
rules of this journey and you can be a winner. 

 You get to taste what happens in real market, how and why everything functions. How to make effective decisions, what 
would work and what would not and why 

 I was familiar with the company closer, saw how company and leader are working and solving the problems. 
 Topics were interesting, especiasly lectures which were held by businessmen. 
 My experience was short and not very useful. As I am PhD that works in private company not in University, I cannot find 

40 Hours for internship. 
 It's hard to say... 
 I improved communication skills, business management skills 
 I've got a good overview how the company runs the daily operations, project development, business culture. 
 Introducing to business culture. 
 better understand business 
 Open trending companies with latest technologies and knowledges. 
 Business grown from science is something different from just a management. I talked and get known with a lot of people, 

my colleagues from Portugal (scientists) and I realised that an idea and appropriate conditions make power 
 Real projects, trends and method used in automotive industry were presented by experienced engineers and managers. 
 Combines and tries to discuss all topics conserning company structure, possible failures or struggles and gives hints how 

to escape/solve them. 
 Improved knowledge about sensor's application. 
 I understood the client and the expectations. I find ways for negotiation however I have not tried in practice 
 I saw how client is attracted to buy the service 
 Inspiration, real cases, real problems and possibilities 
 It is always good to see how science works in “real world”. Making contacts and networks really useful. 

 
 
„Please name the most important positive aspects of such internship programmes in your own words.“ by Target Country 
 
Lithuania: 

 i got familiar with water treatment technologies. 
 You get to taste what happens in real market, how and why everything functions. How to make effective decisions, what 

would work and what would not and why 

 I was familiar with the company closer, saw how company and leader are working and solving the problems. 
 Topics were interesting, especiasly lectures which were held by businessmen. 
 My experience was short and not very useful. As I am PhD that works in private company not in University, I cannot find 

40 Hours for internship. 
 It's hard to say... 
 I improved communication skills, business management skills 
 I've got a good overview how the company runs the daily operations, project development, business culture. 
 Introducing to business culture. 
 better understand business 
 Open trending companies with latest technologies and knowledges. 

 
 
For hosting country Lithuania the perceived benefits included learning about the business culture and shadowing business people. 
Also input by business people was seen as a benefit. 
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For Portugal receiving feedback, networking and change of perspective are mentioned. In Germany interns highlight the knowledge 
of advanced technology in leading companies, the exposure to the culture of companies as well as the TechBase incubator and the 
quality of hosting from team and companies.  
 

2.8. Suggestions for Improvement 
 
The preliminary analysis of points for improvement will focus on those target counties which were more frequently visited, while 
statements for sending countries are documented for use in the national reports.  
 
„What should be improved?“ by sending country 
 
Lithuania: 

 the internships suppose to be longer, for example, 1 month. The internship should be related with trainee work and 
interests. 

 Nothing. 
 More visits to companies 
 The lack of the networking with successful chemistry-based startups should be improved to result the transition from 

science to industry. 

 - 
 The main aim of internship was to see how leader of company is working. It was not informative for me and leader what 

we should exactly to do during internship. I think additional information or stuff (questionnaires or internship plan with 
clear tasks) should be prepare. 

 Topics about personel management has to be added in programme. 
 It should be more clear for the accepting part what the aim of internship is, project manager should explain clearly what 

the aim is, what result it is expected. Also for student if it is not closely related with his research area, what the aim is of 
such "going and seeing". Some kind or report should be written from students side. 

 I would recommend to add lectures about personnel management, because it's one of the most important part in 
business. Strong team- strong business. 

 Nothing 
 Some agenda or goals should be set for each internship. 
 Organization of internship. 
 pitch 
 It could be longer duration internship. 
 The duration of internship, for sure. One week is not enough. 
 Everything was perfect. Maybe budget for this internship could be slightly bigger (If there is not cheap direct flight to a 

location of hosting institution, even with living in hostel it is not enough to cover expenses) 
 There should be enough participants from all fields of study required to built a company or startup. Problem was when 

you have 5 chemists almost from one institution (collegues) one layer and one economist and try to built 3 teams equally 
skilled. More practical work or "hands-on" sessions at the companies also would be helpful. 

 Should be given more information for startups, failures, success examples, more startup cases, more networking. 
 I need more practical skills to go from theory to practice. 
 I felt hopeless in my own country :) 
 Nothing 
 There should be a way to visit more suitable companies. All process of internship organization was complicated and lasted 

too long. Too many people was involved in contacting with companies. 
 
Lithuania: 

 the internships suppose to be longer, for example, 1 month. The internship should be related with trainee work and 
interests. 

 - 
 The main aim of internship was to see how leader of company is working. It was not informative for me and leader what 

we should exactly to do during internship. I think additional information or stuff (questionnaires or internship plan with 
clear tasks) should be prepare. 

 Topics about personel management has to be added in programme. 
 It should be more clear for the accepting part what the aim of internship is, project manager should explain clearly what 

the aim is, what result it is expected. Also for student if it is not closely related with his research area, what the aim is of 
such "going and seeing". Some kind or report should be written from students side. 

 I would recommend to add lectures about personnel management, because it's one of the most important part in 
business. Strong team- strong business. 

 Nothing 
 Some agenda or goals should be set for each internship. 
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 Organization of internship. 
 pitch 
 It could be longer duration internship. 

 
For Lithuania the interns mention that a longer duration would add value. Also more opportunity to actually shadow business 
leaders and a dedicated internship plan setting out the various elements would be welcomed . 
For Portugal also the duration was one of the points for improvement suggested. Also interns felt that they coul not fully 
communicate in English in some cases.  
For Germany also a longer duration and a better coverage of living costs was mentioned as potential improvements. Also looking at 
sending more diverse teams in order to facilityte start up team building was suggested.  
 
While the range of suggestions for improvements does not point to major deficiencies, one main suggestion made is a longer 
duration of the internship in order to allow for a more in depth experience. Also a more precise  matching of interns and companies 
and a more detailed prior matching of interests and learning opportunities is mentioned in some statements. 
 
 
 
2.9. Future Contact with Host Company 
 

Do you plan to stay in contact with your host company? If yes, please comment on what arrangements have been made. If 
no, please comment on why not. * Target Country Crosstabulation 

 

Target Country Total 

Cyprus Italy Lithuania 
Portu
gal Spain 

Germ
any 

other or 
not 

identifia
ble  

Do you plan to stay in contact 
with your host company? If yes, 
please comment on what 
arrangements have been made. 
If no, please comment on why 
not. 

YES Count 2 7 9 7 1 6 7 39 

% within Target 
Country 

100,0
% 

87,5% 75,0% 
87,5

% 
100,0

% 
54,5

% 
87,5% 78,0% 

NO Count 0 1 3 1 0 5 1 11 

% within Target 
Country 

0,0% 12,5% 25,0% 
12,5

% 
0,0% 

45,5
% 

12,5% 22,0% 

Total Count 2 8 12 8 1 11 8 50 

% within Target 
Country 

100,0
% 

100,0% 100,0% 
100,0

% 
100,0

% 
100,0

% 
100,0% 100,0% 

 
Comments: 
 

 I will continue to visit the company over the next couple of months, in order to create and evolve an astronomy related 
activities for the kids. 

 stey in touch to exchange ideas 
 No for now. Maybe in the future. 
 We exchange contact details for any possible future collaboration. 
 To follow the ideas and their development 
 I will be in touch by email, if I have any question or need a advice. 
 I don't know how, but i want to keep in touch with these wonderful people 
 if i would like to get a longer internship I can contact them. 
 I tried to make it clear, that this kind of job would be interesting for me, they have my CV and said, that if what they 

would contact me 
 It was not very warm welcome because both sides did't know what the aim is. 
 No mutual agreement was reached. 
 We will work together for a while. 
 We exchanged contacts if my scientific knowledges will be needed in their work. 
 I could work with some factory in this country 
 We will stay in contact for suggestions and future collaborations 
 Our future contacts will be based on a research, on a friendly relationship, on a desire to come back to Portugal:) 
 It was an experience very interesting. 
 The internship was very interesting. 
 I liked very much of this experience! 
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 At the moment no because I will focus on may Phd studies. In the future maybe If want to work on something the host 
company is expert at. 

 I will maintain contacts with the company for business consultations 
 There have been no arrangements yet. But the platform created for young business is very good there. If there will be 

any chance we will cooperate in the future. 
 I am working in different sector. 
 Have the host contact details. To address and seek clarification on any issue of uncertainty that might arise. 
 It was just a summer school, not an internship as such. 
 Advice for ideas 
 They have expressed interest in helping us for our proposed project and more specific to working together on the 

Erasmus + funding application 

 Confirmed interest to join an upcoming Erasmus+ proposal and expecting to initiate interaction soon. 
 I will work as research assistant there. We are discussing to develop network of some European countries for service 

provision 

 He suggested contract for half an year 
 There is no point 

 
80% of all interns and a large majority of interns from all of the partner countries will aim to stay in contact with their host 
organisations. 
Many of these describe arrangements made to keep in touch and some even concrete initiatives as longer internships, common 
research or common applications for funding.  
Therefore one major aim of the internships, to give the STEM graduates a starting point for building their own international support 
network has been met. 
 

2.10. Testimonials 
 
The preliminary analysis of of overall testimonials by the interns will focus on those target counties which were more frequently 
visited, while statements for sending countries are documented for use in the national reports.  
„We would love to have a testimonial in your own words, which will help other young SCIENTists understand your experience 
during the internship. What would you like to tell your successors?“ by sending country 
 
Lithuania: 

  
 A great experience of work of innovative companies 
 It was really good 
 Discussing about the "TOP10 problems" or the possibility to see how CEO can successfully continue with the meeting 

after his chair is broken - these and much more unexpected experiences of real bussiness life can be discovered during 
the internship. Accept this challenge and improve yourself. Don't be afraid to go out of your comfort zone and (at least) 
become a bussiness-friendly scientist. 

 Don't be afraid, step forward and watch what will happen and decide how you will adapt 
 During internship you have opportunity to hear successful business stores, find useful contacts and have communication 

with team leaders. 
 Thank you, and maybe the programme time could be concentrated into one or two weeks. 
 Find the company that are really interested to you, if not - better do not waste your and companies time :) 
 First of all, thank you, second- more lectures about personnel management, because one man can't do a business. 
 It was a great experience 
 Always do what you plan to do. Tomorow is too late. So join now :) 
 In my own opinion organization of internship must be improved. Because when I chose company after first visit I've 

heard that they do not want internships at all or only if they get large benefits. Only responsive companies must be 
chosen. 

 "People have a decreased sensitivity to monetary stimuli". The reason to wake up is to realise NOW that academic 
knowledges are just simply created for a successful business. Scientists have a huge privilege in a creation of long-lasting 
and respectable businesses all over the world 

 World is full of opportunities and information, hardest part is to choose what is right for you. Start as early as possible 
and if you do not know try everything, once you have found something stick to it and go deeper. You will always succeed 
more with less skilled but very good, honest and real team than with a bunch of smart individuals. It is passion and 
courage what drives people forward. Scient is a good starting point for it. 

 Look for a practice in the company that do exactly that what You want to do. Ask questions. Stay for work. Be open mind. 
This will not help to develop Your own business, but could help to understand how things are working 

 Thank You for Your important work 
 I loved the internship! Inspired, inspired, inspired! 
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 These surveys sucks. This is my 6 time and always there is some problems… 
 
 
 „We would love to have a testimonial in your own words, which will help other young SCIENTists understand your experience 
during the internship. What would you like to tell your successors?“ by target country 
 
 
Lithuania: 

 Don't be afraid, step forward and watch what will happen and decide how you will adapt 
 During internship you have opportunity to hear successful business stores, find useful contacts and have communication 

with team leaders. 
 Thank you, and maybe the programme time could be concentrated into one or two weeks. 
 Find the company that are really interested to you, if not - better do not waste your and companies time :) 
 First of all, thank you, second- more lectures about personnel management, because one man can't do a business. 
 It was a great experience 
 Always do what you plan to do. Tomorow is too late. So join now :) 
 In my own opinion organization of internship must be improved. Because when I chose company after first visit I've 

heard that they do not want internships at all or only if they get large benefits. Only responsive companies must be 
chosen. 

 
The overall testimonies by participants are in their large majority poitive and recomment the programme. Several participants speak 
about „mind changing“ experience and unique opportunities to experience settings which werre otherwise not accessible to them. 
Many perceived the hosting organisations and comanies as very welcoming. Opportunities to present own ideas, getting out of ones 
own comfort zone to speak and discuss in a new context wer most appreciated. The main „criticism“ again was a too short duration, 
given the appartent opportunities for additional and more in depth experiences. 
 
Preliminary Conclusions 
 

 The internships are perceived positively by a large majority of the participants 
 Overall ratings for quality overall as also for individual dimensions are positive in the range of more than 7 out of 10. The 

quality of the internships therefore has fulfilled the target values set in the evaluation concept.  
 Verbal comments on benefits highlight the networking aspect, the value of being exposed to foreign business cultures 

and insights in new technologies 
 8 out of 10 interns will stay in touch with host organisations, thereby starting to build an international network 
 Points for improvement suggested are few and suggest mainly that some elements of the internships should be extended. 

Suggestions include more time for the internships as a whole and a more precise matching of individual interest and 
learning opportunities  

 
It can be concluded that the internships have been implemented with succes at this point from the perspective of the participants. 
Suggestions for improvements should be discussed by the internship WP leader and within the national piloting reports, as they 
must be discussed in the context of an evaluation of the national group of participants as a whole. 
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Annex IV detailed agenda 
 

 

Training Agenda at a Glance 

 

 The training will have a 4 months duration (June- October, 2016) 

 The training will include 5-day class room training 

 The class room training will start at 9:30 and finish by 17:00 

 Breaks: morning coffee break 20’, lunch break 40’, afternoon hygiene break 15’ 

 The training will be delivered to selected SCIENT PhD students/graduates only 

 Training will be delivered by SCIENT project expert Dr.Renata Urbone 

 Guest speakers will be invited and presenting their success stories and share ‘lessons 

learned’ in each class room training day.  

 10 hours of coaching will be delivered to teams by two coaches: prof.Dr.Ruta Ciutiene 

and Dr.Renata Urbone. Coaching plan will be prepared and shall be followed.  

 10 hours of mentoring will be available to teams by business mentors. Mentors will be 

invited and suggested corresponding to the business ideas that teams will be developing 

or may be invited according to the recommendations of the participants.  

 Training participants will have to work in teams on developing business idea, business 

model, lean business plans and pitching and will aim to the final competition.  

 

Contacts:  

Project & Training 
coordination 

Doc.Dr. Aušra Rūtelionė, ausra.rutelione@ktu.lt; + 

on LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/ausra-rutelione-7751977a  

Training program, 
coaching 

Dr. Renata Urbone, renata.urbone@ktu.lt; +370 640 61060 

on LinkedIn https://lt.linkedin.com/in/renata-urbone-727a523  

Coaching Prof.Dr. Rūta Čiutienė, ruta.ciutiene@ktu.lt; +370  

on LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruta-ciutiene-05a684105 

 

mailto:ausra.rutelione@ktu.lt
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ausra-rutelione-7751977a
mailto:renata.urbone@ktu.lt
https://lt.linkedin.com/in/renata-urbone-727a523
mailto:ruta.ciutiene@ktu.lt
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DETAILED TRAINING AGENDA 

Day 1 
21/06/2016 

 
 

MODULES 
 

DURATION SPEAKER/TRAINER 

Introduction to SCIENT Entrepreneurship 
Training 

09:30-9:45 Aušra Rūtelionė 

LU1: Self-Assessment 
& Self-introduction  

9:45-11:00 Renata Urbonė 

Coffee break 11:00-11:20  

Guest speaker:  11:20-12:10 Sikstas Ridzevičius, 
Serial Entrepreneur 

LU2: Soft Skills 12:10-13:00 Renata Urbonė 

Lunch break 13:00-14:00  

LU3: From Individual Behaviour to Team 
Building 
 

14:00-15:15 Renata Urbonė 

Hygiene break 15:15-15:30  

LU3: From Individual Behaviour to Team 
Building (continued) 

15:30-16:45 Renata Urbonė 

Summary of the Day 1 &  Overview the Day 2 16:45-17:00 Renata Urbonė 
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Day 2 
22/06/2016 

 

 

MODULES 
 

DURATION SPEAKER/TRAINER 

LU4: Idea Generation, Development and 
Commercialization 

09:30-11:00 Renata Urbonė 

Coffee break 11:00-11:20  

Guest speaker:  
 

11:20-12:10 Dr.Karolis Šerpytis, 
UAB Ecocost partner  

LU5: Value Proposition 12:10-13:00 Renata Urbonė 

Lunch Break 13:00-14:00  

LU5: Value Proposition (continued) 14:00-15:00 Renata Urbonė 

Hygiene break 15:00-15:15  

LU6: Test your Traction 15:15-16:30 Renata Urbonė 

Organisation of internships, visits to 
companies/job shadowing  

16:30-16:45 Aušra Rūtelionė 

Organisation of mentoring/coaching 
activities: sample schedule 

16:45-17:00 Renata Urbonė 
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Day 3 
06/09/2016  

 

 

MODULES 
 

DURATION SPEAKER/TRAINER 

Welcome 9:30-9:35 Aušra Rūtelionė 

LU7: Business Model Canvas 9:35-11:00 Renata Urbonė 

Coffee break 11:00-11:20  

Guest speaker:  11:20-12:20 Mindaugas Leonavičius, 
Partneris, Intellerts B.V. 
(Olandija) 

Value proposition canvas. Team 
presentations on the progress with market 
tests and VP canvas.  
5 min + ~7 min Q&A/per team 

12:20-13:00 Teams 
 

Lunch Break 13:00-14:00  

From Business Model Canvas To Lean 
Business Plan 

14:00- 15:15 Renata Urbonė 

Hygiene break 15:15-15:30  

LU8: Lean Business Plan 15:30-16:50 Renata Urbonė 

Overview of organisation of teamwork, 
mentoring and coaching, job shadowing, 
visits to companies, etc.  

16:50-17:00 Aušra Rūtelionė 
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Day 4 
30/09/2016 

 

 

MODULES 
 

DURATION SPEAKER/TRAINER 

Welcome word  9:30-9:31 Aušra Rūtelionė 

Presentation of the Business Model Canvas 
and Lean Business Plan by participants 
(each team presents 10 min + 8 min Q&A) 

09:31-11:00 Renata Urbonė 
Participants 

Coffee break 11:00-11:20  

Guest speaker: 11:20-13:00 Danguolė 
Kraskauskienė, trainer 
in public speaking, 
certified coach, 
metasaugti.lt blogger  

Lunch break  13:00-14:00  

LU12: Pitching Skills + how to find investors, 
incl. exercises 

14:00-15:30 Renata Urbonė 

Hygiene break 15:30-15:45  

LU12: Pitching Skills + how to find investors 
(continued) 

15:45-16:45 Renata Urbonė 

Discussion on the further actions in the 
project: Mentoring and Coaching, Pitch, 
Competition, visits to companies, etc.  

16:45-17:00 Aušra Rūtelionė 
Renata Urbonė 
Rūta Čiutienė 
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Day 5 
06/10/2016 

 
 

MODULES 
 

DURATION SPEAKER/TRAINER 

LU9: IPR Issues 09:30-11:00 Renata Urbonė 

Hygiene break 11:00--11:15  

IPR in practice: Guest speaker 11:15-11:45 Tadas Juknius, 
Entrepreneur  

LU10: Open Innovation 11.45-12:30 Renata Urbonė 

Lunch break 12:30-13:10  

Preparation for Pitching 13:10-13.30 Participants 

Participants Pitching 13:30-15:30 Panel of Judges from 
Business 
Participants  
Trainers, Mentors 

Coffee break 15:30-16:00  

Guest speaker: 16:00:17:00 Prof. Dr. Arminas 
Ragauskas, KTU 
Sveikatos telematikos 
mokslo instituto 
direktorius, 
„Vittamed“ co-founder 
and science and 
technology director 

Organization for the final competition and 
further actions in projects, final remarks 

17:00-17:15 Aušra Rūtelionė 
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Annex V participants list 

SCIENT:  

A European University-Business Alliance aiming to 

foster young SCIEntists’ ENTrepreneurial spirit” 
 

PILOT TESTING SEMINAR 

 IN LITHUANIA 

PARTICIPANTS LIST 

  

 

NO Name, Surname Degree /area Email 

 

1 Švitrigailė  Grincevičienė PhD, Biomedicine svitrigaile@gmail.com 

2 Dalia Buivydienė PhD,Environmental Engineering dalia.buivydiene@ktu.lt 

3 Paulius Pavelas Danilovas Dr,Chemical Engineering paulius.danilovas@ktu.lt 

4 Rasa Mardosaitė PhD,Chemistry rasa.mardosaite@ktu.edu 

5 Alisa Palavenienė PhD,Chemistry alisa.palavenis@gmail.com 

6 Vilma Deltuvaitė Dr.,Social, Economics vilma.deltuvaite@ktu.lt 

7 Valdas Grigaliūnas Dr.,Measurement engineering gr.valdas@gmail.com 

8 Vaida Kirkliauskaitė PhD,Geology vkirklys@gmail.com 

9 Edvinas Krugly Dr, Chemistry edvinas.krugly@ktu.lt 

10 Mantas Venslauskas PhD,Mechanical engineering 

(biomechanics) 

mantas.venslauskas@ktu.lt 

11 Arūnas Kleiva PhD,Mechanical engineering arunas.kleiva@ktu.edu 

12 Solventa Krasauskaitė PhD,Electric and electronic 

engineering 

solventa@gmail.com 

13 Rita Jucevičienė Dr, Management rita.juceviciene@ktu.lt 
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14 Aistė Lisauskaitė PhD,Material Science lisauskait@yahoo.com 

15 Aistė Karpušenkaitė PhD,Enviromental engineering medianaa@gmail.com 

16 Aistė Ragauskaitė PhD,Social aiste.ragauskaite@asu.lt 

17 Florentina Sederavičiūtė PhD,Material Science florentina.sederaviciute@ktu.e

du 

18 Algimantas Bučinskas Dr, Environmental technology algimantas.bucinskas@gmail.c

om 

19 Andrius Tamošiūnas PhD,Energy and 

Thermalengineering 

andrius.tamosiunas@lei.lt 

20 Darius Žižys PhD,Engineering darius.zizys@ktu.edu 

21 Sigita Židonienė Dr, Environmental engineering sigitazi@gmail.com 

22 Vesta Navikaitė PhD,Chemical Engineering vesta.navikaite@ktu.lt 

23 Deimantė Simanavičiūtė PhD,Chemical Engineering deimante.simanaviciute@ktu.lt 

24 Tadas Juknius PhD,Materials Engineering tadasjuknius@inbox.lt 
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Annex VI trainers list 

 

 

PILOT TESTING SEMINAR 

 IN LITHUANIA 

TRAINERS LIST 

NO Name, Surname SHORT BIO 

 

1  Dr. Renata Urbonė 

 

Renata Urbonė is a managing professional holding a BA, MBA 

degrees in business administration and PhD degree in social 

sciences, business administration and management area. In 

January 2014 she has completed LeanLaunchpad course in Silicon 

Valley for fostering and educating successful innovations and 

entrepreneurship endeveors worldwide. 

Renata Urbonė is a co-owner of Lithuanian based information 

technologies company Esperonus, taking a business development 

manager‘s role. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.lt/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjUqaD7perTAhWKmBoKHenxAJEQjRwIBw&url=https://lt.linkedin.com/in/renata-urbone-727a523&psig=AFQjCNGnLBzV6B23-88_uHURYfwK5KEK5A&ust=1494676488592863
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Annex VII speakers list 
 

 

PILOT TESTING SEMINAR 

 IN LITHUANIA 

 

SPEAKERS LIST 

NO Name, Surname 

 

SHORT BIO 

1 
 Sikstas Ridzevičius 

 
Serial Entrepreneur 

2 
Dr.Karolis Šerpytis 

 
UAB Ecocost partner 

3 Mindaugas Leonavičius 
partner, Intellerts B.V. 

 

4 
 

Danguolė Kraskauskienė 

trainer in public speaking, certified coach, metasaugti.lt 

blogger 

5 
 

Prof. Dr. Arminas Ragauskas 
JSC ‘Vittamed“ 

6  

Tadas Juknius 

Entrepreneur 
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Annex IX attendance list 
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Annex X visits 
 

 

PILOT TESTING SEMINAR 

 IN LITHUANIA 

Visits 

Organisation Description of the 
organization 

 

Date of visit Duration Participants 

JSC UNBOXED Helps brands to merge content 

marketing with eCommerce, and 

manage to reach more than 18 
million consumers from all around 

the globe. 
http://www.insidewarehouse.com/  

 

10 October, 

2016 

1 hour 9 participants 

(representatives of 

teams) 

JSC „ELINTA“ Designing high-tech, disruptive 

electronics and automated control 

systems technology, 
http://www.elinta.eu/en  

 

26 September, 

2016 

1,5 hour 16 participants 

(representatives of 

teams) 

KTU STARTUP 

SPACE 

Place for startups at Kaunas 

University of Technology 
http://nivc.ktu.edu/sen.htm 

28 of June, 

2016 

0,5 hour 10 participants  

SANTAKA  VALLEY Valley for scientists who want 

make a business 
http://www.santakosslenis.lt/en/ 

 

13 of 

November, 
2017 

1 hour 17 participants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.insidewarehouse.com/
http://www.elinta.eu/en
http://nivc.ktu.edu/sen.htm
http://www.santakosslenis.lt/en/
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Annex XI internships list 

 
 

PILOT TESTING SEMINAR 

 IN LITHUANIA 

INTERNSHIP 

Organisation Country Short Description 
of the organization 

 

Dates of 
Internship 

Name of the 
Participant 

Femicare Belgium Medical research  26 09-01-10 
2016 

Švitrigailė  Grincevičienė 

Startup Space Le 
Serrie 

Italy Startup space for 
companies 

14-18 
November, 

2016 

Rasa Mardosaitė 

PROFACTOR GmbH Austria Industrial assistive 
systems 

7-11 November, 
2016 

Dalia Buivydienė 

Strategische 

Partnerschaft 
Sensorik e.V.  

Germany Sensorik industry 10-17 

September, 
2016 

Vilma Deltuvaitė, Valdas 

Grigaliūnas, Vaida 
Kirkliauskaitė, Edvinas 

Krugly, Mantas 
Venslauskas 

Logoplaste, 

Intraplas, Emba, 
Evertis Imberica 

Portugal  Bio packaging 26-30 April, 

2017 

Paulius Pavelas Danilovas 

GenePreDiT Portugal Genetics 9-13 January, 

2017 

Alisa Palavenienė 

Unboxed, JSC Lithuania IT solutions for 

business 

 

21-25 

November, 

2016 

Solventa Krasauskaitė 

Vinted, JSC Lithuania Sharing economy IT 

startup 

9-13 January, 

2017 

Rita Jucevičienė 

Intersurgical, JSC Lithuania Injection molding and 
blow molding the 

most advanced 

disposable medical 
products 

7-11 November, 
2016 

Aistė Lisauskaitė 

Laipiojimo centras, 
JSC 

Lithuania Climbing services 8-12 August, 
2017 

Aistė Ragauskaitė 

Algoritmų sistemos, 

JSC 

Lithuania IT for business 8-12 August, 

2016 

Aistė Karpušenkaitė 

Audimas, JSC Lithuania Garment industry 12-18 October, 
2016 

 

Florentina Sederavičiutė 

Rubbee, startup Lithuania Electric drive for 

bicycles 

18-20 July, 

2016 

Darius Žižys 

Persimonas, startup Lithuania Digital signages and 
software solutions 

7-13 November, 
2016 

Algimantas Bučinskas 

Achema, JSC Lithuania Nitrogen fertilizers 

and chemical 
products 

12-15 

September, 
2016 

Sigita Židonienė 
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Arionex, JSC Lithuania Technologies for 

treatment of 

water, condensates 
and waste water 

13-16 

September, 

2016 

Vesta Navikaitė 

Deimantė Simanavičiūtė 

Addere, JSC Lithuania IT for medicine 19-23 

September, 
2016 

Tadas Juknius 

Littelfuse Lithuania Vital components in 
virtually every market 

that uses electrical 

energy. 

26-30 
September, 

2016 

Arūnas Kleiva 
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Annex XII mentors logbooks 
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Annex XIII photos/video 

 

 
 
Photos 

1 day https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOWf6cq5NRq6-OlmHl3bkPJiwy6tr5Opd3_t-V-

sfNhTvtVw7YWtdt8q04_rjR9Mw?key=aXAwUjRBdXV2a3JGTy16UjJpV2F4S0tMQnI5SEFR 

2 day https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMeTgqkyTGgrZEgbmUK8YA5-

T5haDe6Lj3ety9JY56tuiaOj3PxMtAmQQTSVSOteA?key=SnhIbUUtSTFpRGtpYV9tUHRXVHlScDU3Q1hVRG

Fn  

3Day https://photos.google.com/u/1/album/AF1QipMZ0cJbXPJnF-R7B6c9ZShlwQHyViL4bfEfA5Tj 

4 day https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMWu9R8pzymbZYLtHTNz-

pbMWmHCUKvVA_PdygYxEA6Gkcn-

6RIt1N4R_DojtMuvg?key=bGhvQXEtWGpBeGMtMUl4ODE4dkU4TFBRRWw0VWtR 

5 day https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMoOH6M-

o3Rm7JRVE56WeOyt60Zwzu8dSOj2_I7DodI3ofMf_-

fPZ8WvRZvKyJ43Q?key=a0ZjWVdMY3VwZFphaWcwMW9vbVFtQ2hOSWVzMWZR 

Visits 

https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOyH7MA0YgMkFZori62SU-je_0n0-WzQIG-

QrsXbQyaObRvDVKDLBilOrmumY5kMg?key=SnNmeWVCWHc2bzZObmNZYjJuQTNnQUJPdlRhX2pBOther 

companies did not let to take photos 

 
 
 
Annex XIV testimonials 

 

https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOWf6cq5NRq6-OlmHl3bkPJiwy6tr5Opd3_t-V-sfNhTvtVw7YWtdt8q04_rjR9Mw?key=aXAwUjRBdXV2a3JGTy16UjJpV2F4S0tMQnI5SEFR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOWf6cq5NRq6-OlmHl3bkPJiwy6tr5Opd3_t-V-sfNhTvtVw7YWtdt8q04_rjR9Mw?key=aXAwUjRBdXV2a3JGTy16UjJpV2F4S0tMQnI5SEFR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMeTgqkyTGgrZEgbmUK8YA5-T5haDe6Lj3ety9JY56tuiaOj3PxMtAmQQTSVSOteA?key=SnhIbUUtSTFpRGtpYV9tUHRXVHlScDU3Q1hVRGFn
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMeTgqkyTGgrZEgbmUK8YA5-T5haDe6Lj3ety9JY56tuiaOj3PxMtAmQQTSVSOteA?key=SnhIbUUtSTFpRGtpYV9tUHRXVHlScDU3Q1hVRGFn
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMeTgqkyTGgrZEgbmUK8YA5-T5haDe6Lj3ety9JY56tuiaOj3PxMtAmQQTSVSOteA?key=SnhIbUUtSTFpRGtpYV9tUHRXVHlScDU3Q1hVRGFn
https://photos.google.com/u/1/album/AF1QipMZ0cJbXPJnF-R7B6c9ZShlwQHyViL4bfEfA5Tj
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMWu9R8pzymbZYLtHTNz-pbMWmHCUKvVA_PdygYxEA6Gkcn-6RIt1N4R_DojtMuvg?key=bGhvQXEtWGpBeGMtMUl4ODE4dkU4TFBRRWw0VWtR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMWu9R8pzymbZYLtHTNz-pbMWmHCUKvVA_PdygYxEA6Gkcn-6RIt1N4R_DojtMuvg?key=bGhvQXEtWGpBeGMtMUl4ODE4dkU4TFBRRWw0VWtR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMWu9R8pzymbZYLtHTNz-pbMWmHCUKvVA_PdygYxEA6Gkcn-6RIt1N4R_DojtMuvg?key=bGhvQXEtWGpBeGMtMUl4ODE4dkU4TFBRRWw0VWtR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMoOH6M-o3Rm7JRVE56WeOyt60Zwzu8dSOj2_I7DodI3ofMf_-fPZ8WvRZvKyJ43Q?key=a0ZjWVdMY3VwZFphaWcwMW9vbVFtQ2hOSWVzMWZR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMoOH6M-o3Rm7JRVE56WeOyt60Zwzu8dSOj2_I7DodI3ofMf_-fPZ8WvRZvKyJ43Q?key=a0ZjWVdMY3VwZFphaWcwMW9vbVFtQ2hOSWVzMWZR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMoOH6M-o3Rm7JRVE56WeOyt60Zwzu8dSOj2_I7DodI3ofMf_-fPZ8WvRZvKyJ43Q?key=a0ZjWVdMY3VwZFphaWcwMW9vbVFtQ2hOSWVzMWZR
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOyH7MA0YgMkFZori62SU-je_0n0-WzQIG-QrsXbQyaObRvDVKDLBilOrmumY5kMg?key=SnNmeWVCWHc2bzZObmNZYjJuQTNnQUJPdlRhX2pB
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOyH7MA0YgMkFZori62SU-je_0n0-WzQIG-QrsXbQyaObRvDVKDLBilOrmumY5kMg?key=SnNmeWVCWHc2bzZObmNZYjJuQTNnQUJPdlRhX2pB
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PILOT TESTING SEMINAR 

 IN LITHUANIA 

TESTIMONIALS 

 A great experience of work of innovative companies 
 It was really good 
 Discussing about the "TOP10 problems" or the possibility to see how CEO can successfully continue with the 

meeting after his chair is broken - these and much more unexpected experiences of real bussiness life can 
be discovered during the internship. Accept this challenge and improve yourself. Don't be afraid to go out of 
your comfort zone and (at least) become a bussiness-friendly scientist. 

 Don't be afraid, step forward and watch what will happen and decide how you will adapt 
 During internship you have opportunity to hear successful business stores, find useful contacts and have 

communication with team leaders. 
 Thank you, and maybe the programme time could be concentrated into one or two weeks. 
 Find the company that are really interested to you, if not - better do not waste your and companies time :) 
 First of all, thank you, second- more lectures about personnel management, because one man can't do a 

business. 
 It was a great experience 
 Always do what you plan to do. Tomorow is too late. So join now :) 
 In my own opinion organization of internship must be improved. Because when I chose company after first 

visit I've heard that they do not want internships at all or only if they get large benefits. Only responsive 
companies must be chosen. 

 "People have a decreased sensitivity to monetary stimuli". The reason to wake up is to realise NOW that 
academic knowledges are just simply created for a successful business. Scientists have a huge privilege in a 
creation of long-lasting and respectable businesses all over the world 

 World is full of opportunities and information, hardest part is to choose what is right for you. Start as early 
as possible and if you do not know try everything, once you have found something stick to it and go deeper. 
You will always succeed more with less skilled but very good, honest and real team than with a bunch of 
smart individuals. It is passion and courage what drives people forward. Scient is a good starting point for it. 

 Look for a practice in the company that do exactly that what You want to do. Ask questions. Stay for work. 
Be open mind. This will not help to develop Your own business, but could help to understand how things are 
working 

 Thank You for Your important work 
 I loved the internship! Inspired, inspired, inspired! 

 
 Don't be afraid, step forward and watch what will happen and decide how you will adapt 
 During internship you have opportunity to hear successful business stores, find useful contacts and have 

communication with team leaders. 
 Thank you, and maybe the programme time could be concentrated into one or two weeks. 
 Find the company that are really interested to you, if not - better do not waste your and companies time :) 
 First of all, thank you, second- more lectures about personnel management, because one man can't do a 

business. 
 It was a great experience 

 Always do what you plan to do. Tomorow is too late. So join now :) 
 In my own opinion organization of internship must be improved. Because when I chose company after first 

visit I've heard that they do not want internships at all or only if they get large benefits. Only responsive 
companies must be chose 


